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U"()"'!()1!?+'(1>(!+=!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!*171L*?)&!L-I+7(!'+()"'.!"7!4'+2'!LH+G(!
()1!*+-1!,-L/1J!H/!,1*"7)LH-1!L*("=L?(7&!17,1?"L--/!()1!6L*"+G7!?-L7717!+=!="H1*!"'JG7(*"17$!!
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IL*41*7&!+*!)G'("'.!"I,-1I1'(7&!HG(!I"'"IL-!L((1'("+'!)L7!H11'!,L"J!(+!+()1*!,+(1'("L-!
G717!+=!+771+G7!L*("=L?(7$!!AG1!(+!()1!1-LH+*L(1!L'J!"I,*177"61!'L(G*1!+=!IL'/!2+*41J!
H+'1!vL*(w!,"1?17!=*+I!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!"'!C,L"'!L'J!+()1*!*1."+'7&!L((1'("+'!
)L7!=+?G71J!+'!L?("6"("17!()L(!-"41-/!=L--!+G(7"J1!+=!NG+("J"L'!J+I17("?!-LH+*$!!CGH7"7(1'?1!
7(GJ"17&!()1!+'1!?+II+'!(+,"?!+=!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!2+*41J!H+'1!=G'?("+'L-!7(GJ"17!
W^'1?)(!:nnZ&!:nnY`!_1(+G*'1G>!L'J!Ka("--+'!899\`!Ka("--+'!899@&!899k[&!)L61!

8

!

!

1I,)L7"]1J!()1!?+'(*"HG("+'!+=!-L*.1!.LI1!(+!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!J"1(&!L'J!H/!
1>(1'7"+'&!()1!"I,+*(L'?1!+=!,1*"7)LH-1!*L2!IL(1*"L-7!()L(!L-7+!J1*"61!=*+I!-L*.1!
ILIIL-7&!"'?-GJ"'.!-L*.1!)"J17&!7"'12&!L'J!H+'1$!!!

<)"7!1I,)L7"7!"7!,L*("L--/!JG1!(+!L!.1'J1*!"IHL-L'?1!"'!()1!J"*1?("+'!+=!_L(1!5,,1*!
KL-1+-"()"?!7(GJ"17$!!U)"-1!()1!J"1(L*/!1-1I1'(7!.1'1*L--/!L77GI1J!(+!H1!,*+?G*1J!H/!
/+G'.&!)1L-()/!I1'!j!-L*.1!.LI1!j!L*1!I+*1!L*?)L1+-+."?L--/!+H6"+G7&!()1/!L*1!L-7+!
.*L'(1J!J"7,*+,+*("+'L(1-/!I+*1!"I,+*(L'?1!"'!I+J1-7!L'J!*1?+'7(*G?("+'7!()L'!
?+'(*"HG("+'7!+=!+()1*!I1IH1*7!+=!7+?"1(/$!<)"7!1I,)L7"7!+'!I1'x7!L?("6"("17!"7!(/,"?L--/!
J"7I"771J!L7!L'!G'L6+"JLH-1!?+'71NG1'?1!+=!()1!'L(G*1!+=!()1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!
L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*1?+*J&!,*1J+I"'L'(-/!+'1!+=!7(+'1!L'J!H+'1!"'!?L617$!!D61'!L??1,("'.!
=+*!()1!I+I1'(!()L(!"(!"7!-"41-/!()L(!:[!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!.*+G,7!"'!U17(1*'!DG*+,1!
J1,1'J1J!+'!()1!)G'("'.!+=!-L*.1!.LI1!=+*!L!7".'"="?L'(!,+*("+'!+=!()1"*!J"1(&!L'J!8[!()L(!
/+G'.!L'J!I"JJ-1XL.1J!I1'!21*1!*17,+'7"H-1!=+*!H".!.LI1!)G'("'.&!L!ILQ+*!H"L7!()L(!
)L7!'+()"'.!(+!J+!2"()!()1!'L(G*1!+=!()1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*1?+*J!"7!16"J1'($!!U)/!J+!21!
(L-4!LH+G(!)G'("'.!H".!.LI1!L'J!'+(!J"7?G77!NG17("+'7!+=!,*1,L*L("+'!L'J!7(+*L.1m!!
U)1'!HG(?)1*"'.!"7!J"7?G771J&!"(!"7!=*1NG1'(-/!L771771J!"'!+*J1*!(+!J1(1*I"'1!()1!
,*"+*"("17!=+*!)G'(1*7&!*L()1*!()L'!L7!L!(++-!=+*!"'617(".L("'.!NG+("J"L'!-"=1!2"()"'!()1!
?+IIG'"(/`!+()1*!*17+G*?17!()L(!L*1!"J1'("="1J!L*1!711'!L7!1"()1*!7G,,-1I1'(7!(+!()1!
H".!.LI1!J"1(!+*!L!?G*"+G7!vL-(1*'L("61w!7(*L(1./!()L(!IG7(!H1!7+I1)+2!="(!"'(+!()1!H".!
.LI1!)G'("'.!7?)1JG-1$!#".!.LI1!21*1!?-1L*-/!L'!"I,+*(L'(!L7,1?(!+=!_L(1!5,,1*!
KL-1+-"()"?!7GH7"7(1'?1!"'!0+*()1*'!C,L"'`!)+2161*&!()1!'L(G*1!+=!()1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!
*1?+*J!J+17!'+(!,*161'(!G7!=*+I!?+'7"J1*"'.!()1!*+-1!+=!I1L(&!)"J1!L'J!H+'17!2"()"'!
Z

!

!

()1!.*+G,!L=(1*!()1!)G'(&!'+*!J+17!"(!J"?(L(1!()L(!H".!.LI1!)G'("'.!2L7!()1!,*"IL*/!
L?("6"(/!L*+G'J!2)"?)!L--!+()1*!L7,1?(7!+=!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!-"=1!21*1!+*.L'"]1J$!

;L'/!+()1*!7(GJ"17!7"I,-/!?+'7"J1*!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!.*+G,7!L7!L!2)+-1&!HG(!"'!
J+"'.!7+&!"I,-"?"(-/!1-16L(1!()1!*+-17!+=!I1'!(+!*1,*171'(!L!.*1L(1*!,+*("+'!+=!()1!+61*L--!
L?("6"("17!+=!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!,1+,-1$!!M+*!1>LI,-1&!KL-1+-"()"?!.*+G,7!L*1!+=(1'!
J17?*"H1J!L7!vH".X.LI1!)G'(1*7w&!L!J17?*",("+'!()L(!IL/!L??G*L(1-/!J17?*"H1!()1!,*"IL*/!
-LH+*!+=!/+G'.!L'J!I"JJ-1!L.1J!I1'&!HG(!"7!G'-"41-/!(+!1'?+I,L77!()1!,*"IL*/!L?("6"("17!
+=!+()1*!,1+,-1$!!<)1!7GH7"7(1'?1!L'J!1?+'+I"?!-LH+*!+=!2+I1'&!?)"-J*1'!L'J!()1!
1-J1*-/!)L61!H11'!.-+771J!+61*!+*!7"I,-/!".'+*1J&!-1L6"'.!L!-L*.1!.L,!"'!+G*!4'+2-1J.1!
+=!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!-"=12L/7$!!!

B'!7GIIL*/&!L!7GH7(L'("L-!.L,!"'!+G*!4'+2-1J.1!+=!L'?"1'(&!L'J!"'!,L*("?G-L*!_L(1!5,,1*!
KL-1+-"()"?&!-"=12L/7!)L7!H11'!"J1'("="1J$!U1!L*1!?+'7(*L"'1J!H/!+G*!NG17("+'"'.!+=!()1!
*1?+*J&!'+(!H/!()1!"'=+*IL("+'!"(!?+'(L"'7$!!A17,"(1!()1"*!J1I+'7(*LH-1!"I,+*(L'?1!"'!
?+'(1I,+*L*/!L'J!)"7(+*"?!?+'(1>(7&!,1*"7)LH-1!"'JG7(*"17!)L61!*1?1"61J!I"'"IL-!
L*?)L1+-+."?L-!L((1'("+'!1>?1,(!"'!7"(17!+=!1>(*L+*J"'L*/!,*171*6L("+'!2)1*1!+*.L'"?!
IL(1*"L-7!L*1!21--!,*171*61J$!!<)"7!.L,!?L''+(!H1!L((*"HG(1J!I1*1-/!(+!()1!J"=="?G-(/!+=!
7(GJ/"'.!7G?)!"'JG7(*"17&!."61'!()1!,*16L-1'?1!+=!7(GJ"17!+=!*1-"."+'!L'J!*"(GL-&!I+H"-"(/&!
L'J!(*LJ1&!L--!+=!2)"?)!L*1!1NGL--/!v"'6"7"H-1w!"'!()1!"II1J"L(1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*1?+*J$!!%!
=+?G7!+'!()1!1?+'+I"?!L'J!7GH7"7(1'?1!?+'(*"HG("+'7!+=!/+G'.!(+!I"JJ-1XL.1J!I1'!
,1*6LJ17!"'!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!7(GJ"17$!!#1?LG71!-L*.1!.LI1!)G'("'.!1>,-L"'7!()1!
-L*.17(!L'J!I+7(!+H6"+G7!1-1I1'(7!+=!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*1?+*J&!
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!

!

2"()+G(!L'!1>,-"?"(!?+'7"J1*L("+'!+=!()1!*L'.1!+=!L.1&!.1'J1*!L'J!LH"-"("17!+=!_L(1!5,,1*!
KL-1+-"()"?!,1+,-1&!+()1*!L?("6"("17!()L(!21*1!?+II+'!HG(!-1L61!-177!+=!L'!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!
(*L?1!)L61!H11'!+61*-++41J$!

!

JOJO'8:EM'!::AB'KEU'<?M'7KEG>K;<G=M':>'3M=@B?KLAM'/EUGB<=@MB'

#1?LG71!+=!()1!,*16L-1'?1!+=!-L*.1!.LI1!H+'17!L(!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!7"(17&!IL'/!
2"()!?G(IL*47!()L(!"'J"?L(1!H+()!HG(?)1*/!L'J!)"J1!*1I+6L-&!()1!L77GI,("+'!()L(!_L(1!
5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!,1+,-1!ILJ1!L'J!G71J!)"J17!L'J!-1L()1*7!"7!.1'1*L--/!G'?+'(*+61*7"L-&!
J17,"(1!61*/!=12!7(GJ"17!L"I1J!J"*1?(-/!L(!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!()1!J1(L"-7!+=!)"J1!,*1,L*L("+'!
L'J!G71$!!C161*L-!?G**1'(!L'J!*1?1'(!7(GJ"17!L*1!1-G?"JL("'.!()"7!L?("6"(/&!)+2161*&!L'J!
J1I+'7(*L(1!()1!"I,+*(L'?1!+=!7+=(!IL(1*"L-7!+=!L'"IL-!+*"."'!"'!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!
KL-1+-"()"?!W%IL(+!89:9`!_+I,*a!L'J!01.*+'"!899k[$!%-()+G.)!21!+=(1'!1'6"7"+'!
KL-1+-"()"?!,1+,-1!J*1771J!1>?-G7"61-/!"'!=G*7!L'J!)"J17!L7!()1/!,*+JG?1!7(+'1!L'J!H+'1!
"'7(*GI1'(7&!()1*1!"7!1>(1'7"61!16"J1'?1!()L(!()1!1>(*L?("+'!+=!,-L'(!="H1*7!L'J!()1!
IL'G=L?(G*1!+=!(1>("-17!L'J!HL741(*/!21*1!L-7+&!L(!L!I"'"IGI&!,+77"H-1$!#+'1!L'J!-"()"?!
(1?)'+-+."17!=*+I!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!L*1!1>(*1I1-/!?+I,-1>!L'J!7+,)"7("?L(1J`!
()1!,*+JG?("+'!+=!,1*"7)LH-1!(1?)'+-+."17!2L7!G'J+GH(1J-/!L-7+!)".)-/!J161-+,1J$!
R-"IL("?!7)"=(7!L(!()1!1'J!+=!()1!K-1"7(+?1'1!*17G-(1J!"'!()1!L6L"-LH"-"(/!+=!'12!,-L'(!="H1*!
7+G*?17$!!<)"7!,1*"+J!"7!L-7+!4'+2'!=+*!L!J*LIL("?!"'?*1L71!"'!()1!'GIH1*!L'J!6L*"LH"-"(/!
+=!+771+G7!(++-!=+*I7&!()1!=G'?("+'!+=!IL'/!+=!2)"?)!*1IL"'7!G'4'+2'$!!F=!,L*("?G-L*!
@

!

!

"'(1*17(!"7!()1!L,,1L*L'?1!+=!()1!1/1J!H+'1!'11J-1!L*+G'J!89&999!/1L*7!#$K$&!2)"?)!
L,,1L*7!IG?)!1L*-"1*!"'!DL7(1*'!DG*+,1!L'J!L(!()1!7LI1!("I1!L'J!"'!()1!7LI1!,-L?17!L7!
()1!1L*-"17(!16"J1'?1!=+*!2+61'!(1>("-17!W%J+6L7"+&!1(!L-$!899:[$!

B'!()1!1()'+.*L,)"?!L'J!)"7(+*"?!*1?+*J7&!,L*("?G-L*-/!"'!L*1L7!2)1*1!()1!G71!+=!I1(L-!"7!
G'4'+2'&!*17(*"?(1J!+*!1>,1'7"61&!H+'1!"7!+'1!+=!()1!I+7(!?+II+'!*L2!IL(1*"L-7!G71J!
(+!,*+JG?1!(++-7!=+*!()1!,*1,L*L("+'!L'J!IL'",G-L("+'!+=!,-L'(!L'J!L'"IL-!="H1*7$!!
D>LI,-17!"'?-GJ1!HL741(*/!L2-7&!'11J-17&!21L6"'.!(++-7&!H1LI1*7!L'J!)"J1!7?*L,1*7!L'J!
HG*'"7)1*7$!!<)1!,)/7"?L-!,*+,1*("17!+=!H+'1!IL41!"(!L'!"J1L-!IL(1*"L-!=+*!2+*4"'.!2"()!
="'1&!7I++()&!=-1>"H-1!7G*=L?17!L'J!="H1*7$!!%JJ"("+'L--/&!H+'1!L'J!="H1*!"'JG7(*"17!L*1!
H+()!=*1NG1'(-/!L77+?"L(1J!2"()!J+I17("?!?+'(1>(7$!!R+G,-1J!2"()!()1!=L?(!()L(!L!-L*.1!
'GIH1*!+=!?+II+'!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!+771+G7!(++-!=+*I7!L*1!+=!G'4'+2'!G71&!
=G'?("+'L-!7(GJ"17!+=!H+'1!(++-7!+=!="H1*!"'JG7(*/!,*+JG?("+'!IL/!,*+6"J1!"'=+*IL("+'!+'!
()1!*+-17!+=!+771+G7!L'J!="H1*!(1?)'+-+."17!"'!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?$!!U1L*&!()1!
I"?*+7?+,"?!L'J!IL?*+7?+,"?!L((*"("+'!L??*G1J!()*+G.)!?+'(L?(!2"()!J"61*71!IL(1*"L-7&!
,*+6"J17!L!,)/7"?L-!IL*41*!+=!G71&!)L'J-"'.!L'J!+()1*!(*1L(I1'(!+=!H+'1!(++-7$!!
#1."''"'.!2"()!C1I1'+6!W:nkl[&!,*16"+G7!7(GJ"17!)L61!J1I+'7(*L(1J!()1!G("-"(/!+=!G71!
21L*!+'!H+'1!(++-7!=+*!"J1'("=/"'.!()1!2L/7!()L(!()171!L*("=L?(7!21*1!G71J&!"'?-GJ"'.!()1!
,*+?177"'.!L'J!IL'G=L?(G*1!+=!,1*"7)LH-1!IL(1*"L-7!W#G?!899@`!_1;+"'1!:nnY&!8998`!
F-71'!:n\l[$!!<)1!*171L*?)!,*171'(1J!)1*1!1I,-+/7!()1!L'L-/7"7!+=!G71!21L*!=*+I!7+=(!
IL(1*"L-7!+'!H+'1!L7!L!2L/!(+!H1."'!(+!"J1'("=/!()1!*+-1!+=!61.1(L-!L'J!L'"IL-!="H1*7!"'!
()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?$!!!

k

!

!

!

JOHO'7M<?:U:A:F@;KA'1@FE@>@;KE;M'

<)1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!L'L-/7"7!+=!=G'?("+'!*1-"17!+'!7(*+'.!H*"J."'.!L*.GI1'(7!?+'?1*'"'.!
()1!IL(1*"L-!7".'L(G*17!+=!L?("6"("17$!!<*LJ"("+'L--/&!7+I1!+=!()1!I1L'7!+=!?+'7(*G?("'.!
()171!L*.GI1'(7!)L61!H11'!()*+G.)!=+*IL-!L'L-+./&!1>,1*"I1'(L("+'&!L'J!G71!21L*!
L'L-/7"7$!!<)"7!J"771*(L("+'!2"--!?)L--1'.1!7+I1!+=!()171!=+*I7!+=!L*.GI1'(!L'J!?-L*"=/!
()1!I1L'7!+=!,G*7G"'.!+()1*7&!2"()!,L*("?G-L*!L((1'("+'!(+!()1!=G'?("+'L-!L'L-/7"7!+=!
+771+G7!(++-7$!!!

M+*1I+7(&!()*+G.)!L!7(GJ/!+=!1()'+.*L,)"?!6L*"LH"-"(/!"'!H+'1!(++-7!G71J!"'!()1!
IL'G=L?(G*1!+=!="H1*!"'JG7(*"17&!B!2"--!L*.G1!()L(!()1!?+"'?"J1'?1!+=!=+*I!L'J!=G'?("+'!"7!
'+(!L!*1L7+'LH-1!L77GI,("+'!L'J!()L(!=+*I!?L''+(!H1!G71J!L7!L!,*+>/!=+*!()1!=G'?("+'!
+=!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!(++-7$!!<)"7!)L7!7".'"="?L'(!"I,-"?L("+'7!=+*!()1!2L/7!()L(!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!
L771IH-L.17!L*1!+*.L'"]1J!L'J!L'L-/]1J$!!!

;1()+J+-+."?L--/&!B!2"--!J1I+'7(*L(1!()1!G("-"(/!+=!-L*.1X7?L-1!IL(1*"L-7XHL71J!7(GJ"17!+=!
1()'+.*L,)"?!(++-7!L7!L!*+HG7(!I1L'7!+=!"J1'("=/"'.!7".'L(G*17!+=!G71$!!BI,+*(L'(-/&!
1()'+.*L,)"?!L*("=L?(!?+--1?("+'7!.L"'!?+I,L*L("61!6L-G1!2)1'!7(GJ"17!L*1!J+'1!L(!()1!
7?L-1!+=!2+*4"'.!7G*=L?1&!*L()1*!()L'!L(!()1!L*("=L?(!+*!L?("6"(/!7?L-1$!!B!2"--!7)+2!)+2!
71(("'.!()1!7?L-1!L(!()1!-161-!+=!2+*4"'.!7G*=L?1!)1-,7!*17+-61!7+I1!+=!()1!21--X4'+2'!
J"=="?G-("17!+=!G7"'.!J"7,L*L(1!j!L'J!,L*("?G-L*-/&!+-J1*!j!1()'+.*L,)"?!?+--1?("+'7!(+!

Y

!

!

?+'7(*G?(!?+I,L*L("61!7(L'JL*J7!=+*!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!L'L-/7"7$!!<)"7!G'?+'61'("+'L-!
L,,*+L?)!L-7+!L--+27!=+*!()1!?+I,L*"7+'!+=!7G*=L?17!=*+I!J"==1*1'(!(1I,+*L-!,1*"+J7&!
?G-(G*L-!?+'(1>(7&!L'J!1?+'+I"?!7/7(1I7&!L7!()1!2+*4"'.!7G*=L?1!*1IL"'7!()1!?+'7(L'(!
G'"(!+=!L'L-/7"7$!!!

C1?+'J-/&!B!2"--!,*171'(!L!'12!I+J1-!=+*!=*LI"'.!G71!21L*!L'L-/7"7&!2)"?)!J*L27!+'!
(*"H+-+./&!L!7GH="1-J!+=!IL(1*"L-7!1'."'11*"'.!()L(!=+?G717!+'!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!()1!
+G(?+I1!+=!?+'(L?(!H1(211'!IL(1*"L-7$!!<)1!G71!+=!(*"H+-+./!L--+27!L*?)L1+-+."7(7!(+!.+!
H1/+'J!J+?GI1'("'.!()1!+G(?+I1!+=!21L*!=*+I!4'+2'!?+'(1>(7!L'J!?+'7(*G?("'.!
1I,"*"?L--/!J1*"61J!7(L'JL*J7!L'J!L--+27!()1I!(+!,*1J"?(!L'J!1>,-L"'!6L*"L("+'!"'!21L*!
,L((1*'7!=*+I!J"==1*1'(!IL(1*"L-7&!?+'J"("+'7!L'J!L?("+'7$!!!

M"'L--/&!B!2"--!-++4!7,1?"="?L--/!L(!()1!*1-L("+'7)",!H1(211'!H+'1!(++-7!L'J!="H1*!"'JG7(*"17$!!
B!7)+2!()L(!()1!G'"NG1!,)/7"?L-!,*+,1*("17!+=!H+'1!IL41!"(!L!7G"(LH-1!IL(1*"L-!=+*!(++-7!
G71J!"'!()1!,*+?177"'.!L'J!IL'",G-L("+'!+=!="H1*7!L'J!7+=(!IL(1*"L-7!+=!H+()!L'"IL-!L'J!
,-L'(!+*"."'$!!B!2"--!J1I+'7(*L(1!()"7!,L((1*'!"'!()1!1()'+.*L,)"?!*1?+*J!L'J!L*.G1!()L(!
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)GIL'!L?("6"("17&!"'?-GJ"'.!1?+'+I"?!L'J!7GH7"7(1'?1!,*L?("?17$!!C(GJ"17!+=!2+*41J!
+771+G7!IL(1*"L-7!?L'!LJJ*177!H+()!()1!(1?)'+-+."?L-!L'J!7+?"L-!L7,1?(7!+=!()1!G71!+=!
H+'1!L'J!+()1*!IL(1*"L-7!=+*!L*("=L?(!,*+JG?("+'$!!S1*1&!B!J"7?G77!7+I1!+=!()1!I+7(!
"I,+*(L'(!4"'J7!+=!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!H+'1!(++-!7(GJ"17!L'J!7"(GL(1!*171L*?)!"'(+!()1!
IL'",G-L("+'!+=!7+=(!+*.L'"?!IL(1*"L-7!2"()!H+'1!(++-7!2"()"'!()1!H*+LJ1*!="1-J!+=!H+'1!
(1?)'+-+./!7(GJ"17$!!!
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%7!'+(1J!H/!R)*"7("L'!VL(17!C(XK"1**1!L'J!E1'11!UL-41*!W899Y[&!()1!(+,"?7!L'J!I1()+J7!
+=!?+'(1I,+*L*/!H+'1!(++-!7(GJ"17!L*1!'+2!I+*1!2"J1-/!?+)1*1'(!L?*+77!*1."+'L-!L'J!
(1I,+*L-!H+G'JL*"17&!"'?-GJ"'.!H*"J."'.!J"==1*1'?17!H1(211'!0+*()!%I1*"?L'!L'J!
DG*+,1L'!L,,*+L?)17!(+!L*?)L1+-+./$!!%7!()1!="1-J!+=!2+*41J!H+'1!7(GJ"17!)L7!IL(G*1J&!
()1!6L*"+G7!I+61I1'(7!+=!()1!-L7(!()*11!J1?LJ17!)L61!H1.G'!(+!?+'61*.1!"'(+!L!I+*1!
?+'7+-"JL(1J!I1()+J+-+./!L'J!,1*7,1?("61$!!V1'1*L--/&!H+'1!(++-!7(GJ"17!IG7(!H1!
*++(1J!"'!7(*+'.!]++L*?)L1+-+."?L-!I1()+J7!WR)+/41!L'J!C?)"H-1*!899Y`!R*LH(*11!L'J!
RLI,L'L!89:9`!AL6"J!89:9`!_1!A+771G*!89:9`!F-71'!899Y[$!E171L*?)1*7!'+2!L.*11!()L(!
()1!*L2!IL(1*"L-!WH+()!1-1I1'(!L'J!7,1?"17[&!IL'G=L?(G*"'.!(1?)'"NG17&!I+*,)+-+./&!
L'J!16"J1'?1!=+*!21L*!L*1!L--!"'(1**1-L(1J!L7,1?(7!+=!+771+G7!(1?)'+-+./!()L(!?L''+(!H1!
G'J1*7(++J!"'!"7+-L("+'!WR)+/41!:nnY`!AL6"J!899YH`!C?)1"'7+)'!89:9[$!!_"412"71&!()1!
7+?"L-!L7,1?(7!+=!H+'1!(++-!,*+JG?("+'!L'J!G71!?L'!H1!I+*1!,*+="(LH-/!"'617(".L(1J!L7!
+G*!HL7"?!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!+=!()1!'L(G*1!+=!+771+G7!(1?)'+-+."17!)L7!J161-+,1J$!!_"41!
+()1*!L*("=L?(!?-L7717&!H+'1!(++-7!?L'!"'J"?L(1!7".'"="?L'(!7+?"L-!?)L'.1!1"()1*!"'!7/IH+-"?!
L'J!7(/-"7("?!?L,L?"("17!+*!H/!,*+6"J"'.!16"J1'?1!+=!?)L'.17!"'!1?+'+I"?!7/7(1I7!
W#*GI="1-!899Y`!R)+/41!899k`!A+H*17!:nn@`!F-71'&!1(!L-$!899k[$!!
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%7!"'!()1!1L*-/!,)L717!+=!()1!L'L-/7"7!+=!L--!4"'J7!+=!IL(1*"L-!?G-(G*1!L'J!"'!?G-(G*1!
)"7(+*/!HG"-J"'.&!+'1!+=!()1!,*"IL*/!I+J17!+=!+771+G7!L*("=L?(!L'L-/7"7!)L7!H11'!()1!
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17(LH-"7)I1'(!+=!-+?L-!L'J!*1."+'L-!?)*+'+-+."17!L'J!(/,+-+."?L-!7?)1IL$!!#+'1!L'J!
L'(-1*!(1?)'+-+./!L*1!=*1NG1'(-/!G71J!"'!()1!J1="'"("+'!+=!?)*+'+X(1?)'+-+."?L-!,)L717&!
,L*("?G-L*-/!"'!()1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!+=!DG*+,1!2)1*1!?1*LI"?7!L*1!'+(!,*171'($!<)1!I+7(!
?+II+'-/!G71J!(/,+-+./!=+*!H+'1!L'J!L'(-1*!L*("=L?(7!"'!C,L"'&!=+*!"'7(L'?1&!"7!B.'L?"+!
#L*L'J"L*b'x7!6+-GI1!W#L*L'J"L*b'!;L17(G!:nkY[&!2)"?)!,*171'(7!L!J1(L"-1J!
I+*,)+-+."?L-!(/,+-+./!+=!H+'1!(++-7&!1I,)L7"]"'.!"'!,L*("?G-L*!()1!J1?+*L("61!1-1I1'(7!
+'!J"==1*1'(!=+*I7$!!<)"7!J1(L"-1J&!?+I,*1)1'7"61!(/,+-+./!)L7!H11'!G71J!"'!'1L*-/!L--!
7(GJ"17!+=!+771+G7!L*("=L?(!L771IH-L.17!"'!()1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!L'J!;17+-"()"?!+=!C,L"'$!!
#L*L'J"L*b'!2L7!L-7+!L!,*+-"="?!2*"(1*!L'J!L'L-/7(!L'J!?-L77"="1J!IL'/!+=!()1!H+'1!(++-!
L771IH-L.17!=*+I!ILQ+*!1>?L6L("+'7!"'!C,L"'!JG*"'.!()1!:nk97X:n\97!W#L*L'J"L*b'!
;L17(G!:n\@L&!H`!#L*L'J"L*b'!;L17(G!:n\:L&!H[$!<)1!G71!+=!H+'1!(++-7!j!17,1?"L--/!
L'(-1*!,+"'(7!+*!!$%$&'!!j!L7!?)*+'+-+."?L-!IL*41*7!"7!17,1?"L--/!?+II+'!JG*"'.!()1!
5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!+=!C,L"'&!2)1*1!,*171*6L("+'!+=!+771+G7!IL(1*"L-7!"7!+=(1'!=L"*-/!.++J!
L'J!7IL--!=*L.I1'(7!+=!!$%$&'!!?L'!=*1NG1'(-/!H1!L77".'1J!(+!+'1!+=!#L*L'J"L*b'{7!
(/,17$!!!

<)1!?-L77"?!M*1'?)!L,,*+L?)!(+!H+'1!(++-!L'L-/7"7&!?)L*L?(1*"]1J!H/!L!?+'?1*'!2"()!
1>,-"?"(!J1="'"("+'7!L'J!I1()+J+-+./&!"7!J"7,-L/1J!"'!'GI1*+G7!?-L*"="?L("+'7!L'J!
*16"7"+'7!+=!(/,+-+."?L-!?L(1.+*"17!L'J!J1="'"("+'7!()L(!L,,1L*!"'!()1!M*1'?)!-"(1*L(G*1$!!B(!
"7!1>1I,-"="1J!H/!()1!2+*4!+=!S1'*"1((1!RLI,7XMLH*1*&!()1!*1'+2'1J!M*1'?)!H+'1!(++-!
L'L-/7($!!<)1!R+II"((11!=+*!()1!0+I1'?-L(G*1!+=!K*1)"7(+*"?!#+'1!B'JG7(*/!2L7!="*7(!
=+*I1J!"'!:nYl!L(!L!7/I,+7"GI!+=!()1!7LI1!'LI1!?+'61'1J!H/!RLI,7XMLH*1*!L'J!)L7!
,GH-"7)1J!L!-+'.!71*"17!+=!(&)*'!+,-."#"%&/0'!+1'+#23410!56&'+7!!'0!'+86'*&!5"6&/0'&!
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(/,+-+."?L-!)L'JH++47!=+*!J"==1*1'(!4"'J7!+=!+771+G7!L*("=L?(7$!!<)1*1!L*1!?G**1'(-/!:9!
6+-GI17&!()L(!LJJ*177!J"==1*1'(!I+*,)+-+."?L-!=+*I7&!"'?-GJ"'.!!$%$&'!&!,+"'(7&!+HQ1?(7!
+=!LJ+*'I1'(&!L'J!*1(+G?)1*7&!L-+'.!2"()!L!7)+*(1*!71*"17!+=!6+-GI17!+'!L'L-/("?L-!
I1()+J+-+./!W#L*.1&!1(!L-$!:nn8`!RLI,7XMLH*1*!:nYl&!:n\\&!:nnZ&!:nn@&!:nn\`!RLI,7X
MLH*1*&!1(!L-$!:nn:`!RLI,7XMLH*1*!L'J!ELI71/1*!:nn\`!RLI,7XMLH*1*&!1(!L-$!:nn9`!
RL((1-L"'!:n\\`!V"L?+H"'"!L'J!KL(+GX;L()"7!8998`!TG-"1'&!1(!L-$!:nnn`!_1Q1G'1!:n\Y`!
KL(+GX;L()"7!:n\@&!:n\k&!:n\n&!:nnl&!8998L&!H`!ELI71/1*!899:&!899l[$!

RLI,7XMLH*1*!L-7+!,GH-"7)1J!,*+-"="?L--/!+'!)1*!+2'&!'+(LH-/!+'!NG17("+'7!+=!(/,+-+./!
L'J!?-1L*!J1="'"("+'7!+=!()1!(1*I7!L'J!?L(1.+*"17!21!G71!WRLI,7XMLH*1*!:n\:`!RLI,7X
MLH*1*!:nkk`!RLI,7XMLH*1*&!1(!L-$!:nnZ`!RLI,7XMLH*1*!L'J!#+G**1--/!:nYl`!RLI,7X
MLH*1*&!1(!L-$!:n\@`!RLI,7XMLH*1*!L'J!;+*"'X#L*J1!:n\Y[$!!B'!L'!1L*-/!6+-GI1&!RLI,7X
MLH*1*!W:nkk[!,*171'(1J!HL7"?!"'=+*IL("+'!LH+G(!()1!?-L77"="?L("+'!7?)1IL!7)1!
J161-+,1J!(+!J17?*"H1!H+'1!(++-7!=*+I!0+*()1*'!%=*"?L&!L*.G"'.!()L(!(/,+-+."17!7)+G-J!
H1!+*.L'"]1J!=G'?("+'L--/&!L'J!,*171'(1J!I+*,)+-+."?L-!?L(1.+*"17!()L(!IL/!L-7+!)L61!
=G'?("+'L-!7".'"="?L'?1$!!C)1!L-7+!1I,-+/1J!-+?L-!1()'+.*L,)"?!L'J!)"7(+*"?!16"J1'?1!()L(!
,+"'(1J!(+!L!ILQ+*!*+-1!=+*!+771+G7!(++-7!"'!)"J1!2+*4"'.&!(+!"'(1*,*1(!7+I1!+=!()1!
,+(1'("L-!G717!+=!()1!,*1)"7(+*"?!(++-7$!!!

F61*!("I1&!()1!M*1'?)!,L*LJ".I!=+*!"'61'(+*/"'.!L'J!7(GJ/"'.!H+'1!(++-7!)L7!.*LJGL--/!
?)L'.1J&!L--+2"'.!()1!"'(*+JG?("+'!+=!I+*1!7+?"L-!L'J!L'()*+,+-+."?L-!1I,)L717!"'!()1"*!
"'(1*,*1(L("+'7$!!S+2161*&!I+7(!M*1'?)!*171L*?)!"7!7("--!+*.L'"]1J!L*+G'J!()1!
?+'7(*G?("+'!+=!?-1L*&!21--XJ1="'1J!I+*,)+-+."?L-!(/,+-+."17!L7!()1!HL7"7!=+*!()1"*!2+*4$!!
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<)1!*+-1!+=!(/,+-+./!"'!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*171L*?)!"7!*1,1L(1J-/!J"7?G771J&!?*"("NG1J!L'J!
*16"71J!W"$1$&!%61*H+G)!L'J!#G"77+'!:nnk&!899Z`!Ka("--+'!899@&!899k`!C"Ja*L!899@[$!!
%G()+*7!7G?)!L7!%61*H+G)!L'J!#G"77+'!W:nnk[!L*.G1!()L(!H+'1!(++-7!)L61!'+(!
G'J1*.+'1!()1!7LI1!)"7(+*/!+=!?-L77"="?L("+'!L'J!*1?-L77"="?L("+'!L7!()L(!+=!-"()"?!
IL(1*"L-7&!L'J!7+&!()1*1!"7!'+(!161'!L!7/7(1IL("?!L'J!?+II+'!+61*L*?)"'.!J17?*",("61!
(1*I"'+-+./!=+*!I+*,)+-+./$!!B'!+*J1*!=+*!LG()+*7!(+!?+IIG'"?L(1&!L!?+II+'!-L'.GL.1!
"7!'1?177L*/!7+!()L(!J"==1*1'(!,1+,-1!?L'!G'J1*7(L'J!2)L(!"7!I1L'(!2)1'!()1/!L*1!
J17?*"H"'.!()1!7LI1!(++-!(/,1!+*!()1!7LI1!7G*=L?1!,L((1*'7$!!!

M+--+2"'.!RLI,7XMLH*1*{7!-1LJ&!IL'/!M*1'?)!*171L*?)1*7!)L61!J16+(1J!1>(1'7"61!
L((1'("+'!(+!1>,-+*"'.!()1!G("-"(/!+=!(/,+-+."17!(+!.*+G,!L*("=L?(7!H/!=G'?("+'$!!KL*(!+=!()1!
7G??177!+=!()"7!I1()+J!'1?177L*"-/!-"17!"'!()1!L,,*+,*"L(1!L'J!J1(L"-1J!J1="'"("+'!+=!
?L(1.+*"17!L'J!L((*"HG(17$!!K1*)L,7!'+!+()1*!.*+G,!+=!*171L*?)1*7!)L61!I+*1!?-1L*-/!
J1="'1J!L'J!*1="'1J!()1!(/,+-+."17!G71J!=+*!H+'1!(++-!L'L-/7"7$!!S+2161*&!L7!B!2"--!7)+2&!
161'!61*/!J1(L"-1J!I+*,)+-+."?L-!(/,+-+."17!?L''+(!H1!(L41'!L7!L-7+!*1,*171'("'.!
=G'?("+'L-!.*+G,7$!!!

;+*1!*1?1'(!7(GJ"17!=*+I!M*1'?)!*171L*?)1*7!)L61!H1.G'!(+!1I,)L7"]1!+()1*!
L,,*+L?)17!(+!()1!"'(1.*L("+'!+=!7+?"L-!L'J!7GH7"7(1'?1!L7,1?(7!+=!()1!IL'G=L?(G*1!L'J!
G71!+=!+771+G7!L*("=L?(7$!!T1L'X;L*?!Ka("--"+'!W899@&!899k[!H1.L'!)"7!J"771*(L("+'!
*171L*?)!?+'7"J1*"'.!()1!?)*+'+-+."?L-!L'J!?G-(G*L-!IL*41*7!?+II+'-/!1I,-+/1J!"'!
5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!*171L*?)$!!K*+Q1?("-1!,+"'(7&!H+()!-"()"?!L'J!+771+G7&!L*1!+=(1'!711'!L7!
"I,+*(L'(!J"L.'+7("?!IL*41*7!+=!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!,)L717!+*!v?G-(G*17w!JG1!(+!()1"*!
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6L*"L("+'&!*L,"J!?)L'.1&!L'J!7(L'JL*J"]L("+'$!!;LQ+*!1>,-L'L("+'7!=+*!()"7!7(/-"7("?!
J"==1*1'("L("+'!"'?-GJ1!L!.1'1*L-"]1J!"J1L!+=!,*+.*177&!?+I,1("("+'!H1(211'!.*+G,7!+*!
71-1?("61!L*.GI1'(7!()L(!7G..17(!()L(!?)L'.17!IG7(!*1=-1?(!"'?*1L7"'.!LJL,(L("+'!(+!L'!
1'6"*+'I1'($!!S+2161*&!L7!Ka("--+'!W899@&!899k[!'+(17&!(2+!ILQ+*!,+"'(7!+=(1'!.+!
G''+(1J!+*!L*1!'+(!J"7?G771J!"'!()1!-"(1*L(G*1!+'!,*+Q1?("-1!,+"'(7$!!M"*7(&!IL'/!+=!()171!
+HQ1?(7!L*1!?-L77"="1J!L7!,+"'(7!=+*!)G'("'.!HL71J!+'!=+*IL-!1()'+.*L,)"?!L'L-+./&!2)"?)!
IL/!H1!NG"(1!*1L7+'LH-1!"'!IL'/!?L717&!HG(!"7!+=(1'!-1=(!G'(17(1J!+*!+()1*2"71!
G'16L-GL(1J$!!C1?+'J&!()1!*L'.1!+=!6L*"L("+'!2"()"'!L771IH-L.17!"7!+=(1'!'+(1J!HG(!()1!
"I,-"?L("+'7!=+*!)GIL'!H1)L6"+*!-1=(!G'LJJ*1771J$!!S"7!J"771*(L("+'!=+?G71J!+'!
LJJ*177"'.!()171!"77G17!L'J!,*+H"'.!()1!G("-"(/!+=!(/,+-+."?L-!?-L77"="?L("+'7!=+*!
"J1'("=/"'.!=G'?("+'!L'J!7+?"L-!*+-1!+=!L*("=L?(7$!!!

Ka("--+'!*1?+'7(*G?(7!()1!-"=1!)"7(+*/!+=!()1!7,-"(XHL71J!,+"'(!L(!B7(G*"(]!L7i!!

:$ ()1!?+--1?("+'!+=!*L2!IL(1*"L-!=*+I!()1!-L'J7?L,1`!!

8$ ()1!,*+JG?("+'!'4+9$!!'!+=!,+"'(7&!2)"?)!?L'!H1!1==1?("61-/!ILJ1!"'!71*"17!=*+I!
L!7"'.-1!L'(-1*&!-1LJ"'.!(+!H+()!+61*X,*+JG?("+'!L'J!7(L'JL*J"]L("+'`!!!

Z$ I+G'("'.!L'J!G71!L7!,*+Q1?("-17`!!

l$ *1(*"16L-!+=!,+"'(7!=+*!*1,L"*!L'J!*1G71$!!!

<)1*1!"7!'+!L,,L*1'(!LJ6L'(L.1!(+!1"()1*!(/,1!+=!,+"'(`!"(!IL/!H1!()L(!()1!?)+"?1!(+!
,*+JG?1!7,-"(XHL71J!,+"'(7!L(!B7(G*"(]!"7!7"I,-/!L!?G-(G*L-!J1?"7"+'!L'J!IL/!H1!(L41'!L7!L!
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IL*41*!+=!L'!L*1L!L'J!L!H*"1=!("I1!,1*"+J!L(!()1!(*L'7"("+'!H1(211'!()1!;"JJ-1!L'J!
5,,1*!;L.JL-1'"L'$!!!

M+*!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!+=!'+*()1*'!C,L"'&!()1!?+''1?("+'!H1(211'!I+*,)+-+."?L-!
(/,+-+."17!L'J!(1I,+*L-!,1*"+J7!)L7!H11'!?)L--1'.1J$!!;L'G1-!V+']b-1]!;+*L-17!W:n\k[!
J"7?G7717!()1!+771+G7!L771IH-L.1!=*+I!()1!IG-("X?+I,+'1'(!?L61!7"(1!+=!_L!E"1*L!L'J!
7G..17(7!()L(!"(!)L7!"I,-"?L("+'7!=+*!NG17("+'"'.!()1!(1I,+*L-!H+G'J1J'177!+=!7161*L-!
vJ"L.'+7("?w!(/,17$!!D>?L6L("+'7!"'!:nYkXYn!=+?G71J!+'!L!,1*",)1*L-!,+*("+'!+=!()1!?L61&!
'1L*!()1!HL?4!+=!()1!617("HG-1&!L'J&!HL71J!+'!()1!-L*.1!'GIH1*!+=!=*L.I1'(7!L'J!-"I"(1J!
'GIH1*!+=!=+*IL-!H+'1!(++-7&!V+']b-1]!;+*L-17!7G..17(7!()L(!()"7!L*1L!?+'7("(G(17!L!
vJ*+,!]+'1w!=+*!+771+G7!2L7(1$!!B=!()"7!"7!(*G1&!()1'!()1!L*("=L?(7!*1?+61*1J!=*+I!()"7!
]+'1!?L''+(!H1!(L41'!L7!*1,*171'(L("61!+=!()1!G71!+=!H+'1!L7!L!*L2!IL(1*"L-!"'!()1!
1'("*1!?L61$!!F61*L--!L(!()1!7"(1&!H+'1!L'J!L'(-1*!L*1!7?L*?1!"'!?+I,L*"7+'!(+!-"()"?7!L'J!
()1!L771IH-L.1!?+'(L"'7!+'-/!ZZk!,"1?17&!"'?-GJ"'.!IL'/!7IL--!=*L.I1'(7$!!%JJ"("+'L--/&!
+771+G7!IL(1*"L-!"7!J"7(*"HG(1J!G'161'-/!+61*!-161-7&!2"()!()1!ILQ+*"(/!?+I"'.!=*+I!
?1*(L"'!C+-G(*1L'!WY&!n&!:k&!:\[!L'J!()1!-+217(!L'J!)".)17(!;L.JL-1'"L'!-161-7!W:n&!8l[$!!
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J"7("'.G"7)1J$!!#+'1!(++-7!=*+I!()1!(2+!7"(17!1>LI"'1J!7)+21J!7".'7!+=!)L6"'.!H11'!
G71J!"'!2++J2+*4"'.$!!%JJ"("+'L--/&!()1*1!2L7!I"'"IL-!*1,L"*!+=!(++-7!L'J!7,1'(!(++-7!
21*1!*1?+61*1J!=*+I!)1L*()7$!!ELH1((!7G..17(7!L!*"(GL-"7("?!+*!7GHX*"(GL-"7("?!J"7,+7L-!"7!
"'J"?L(1J!H/!()"7!,*L?("?1$!!!

S1!'+(17!()L(!()1!L,,1L*L'?1!+=!H+'1!(++-7!?+**1-L(17!2"()!()L(!+=!IL'.*+617&!
7G..17("'.!L!-"'4!H1(211'!()1!1'6"*+'I1'(!L'J!()1!"'?*1L71J!1I,)L7"7!+'!H+'1!(++-!
(1?)'+-+./$!!#G(&!+'?1!"'(*+JG?1J&!()1!,*171'?1!+=!+771+G7!L*("=L?(7!J+17!'+(!J1?*1L71!
2"()!()1!J*/"'.!+G(!+=!IL'.*+617$!!S1!'+(17!()L(!()1*1!"7!=G*()1*!2+*4!(+!H1!J+'1!(+!
?-L*"=/!()1!=G'?("+'!+=!H+'1!(++-7!L(!?+L7(L-!7"(17!HG(!7G..17(7!H+L(X,*+JG?("+'!L'J!
)L*,++'!="7)"'.!L7!(2+!L*1L7!2)1*1!H+'1!(++-7!2+G-J!)L61!H11'!?+II+'-/!G71J$!!S1!
J+17!'+(&!)+2161*&!LJJ*177!"77G17!+=!,*171*6L("+'!()L(!IL/!L-7+!?+'(*"HG(1!(+!()1!
,L((1*'7!+=!H+'1!(++-!,*+JG?("+'!L'J!G71!)1!"J1'("="17$!!!

g"6"L'!C?)1"'7+)'!W89:9[!1>,-+*17!()1!71-1?("+'!+=!*L2!IL(1*"L-!L'J!6L*"L("+'!"'!
I+*,)+-+./!+=!(++-7!,*+JG?1J!=*+I!L'!16+-G("+'L*/!,1*7,1?("61$!!S1*!7(GJ/!"'!<"1**L!J1-!
MG1.+!L--+27!)1*!(+!1>LI"'1!()1!,*+?177!+=!1>,1*"I1'(L("+'!2"()!'12!(++-!=+*I7!"'!L'!
1'6"*+'I1'(L--/!?"*?GI7?*"H1J!*1."+'$!!C)1!L*.G17!()L(!"'!()"7!L*1L!L!,1*"+J!+=!
1>,1*"I1'(L("+'!"7!=+--+21J!H/!+'1!"'!2)"?)!(++-!(/,17!L'J!IL(1*"L-7!71-1?(1J!L*1!I+*1!
7(L'JL*J"]1J$!!!
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V1IL!%Jb'!z-6L*1]!W:nnY[!LJJ*17717!()1!71-1?("+'!+=!+771+G7!*L2!IL(1*"L-7!"'!)1*!
?+I,*1)1'7"61!7(GJ/!+=!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!L'J!%]"-"L'!7"(17!"'!%7(G*"L7&!C,L"'$!!
%JJ"("+'L--/&!7)1!?+'7"J1*7!()1!,*171'?1!+=!L'!1>,1*"I1'(L-!,)L71!"'!()1!,*+JG?("+'!+=!
'12!+771+G7!(1?)'+-+."17!L(!()1!H1."''"'.!+=!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?$!!C)1!=+?G717!
+'!7"(GL("'.!()1!71-1?("+'!+=!*L2!IL(1*"L-7!=+*!()1!IL'G=L?(G*1!+=!H+'1!L'J!L'(-1*!(++-7!
2"()"'!L!H*+LJ1*!,L((1*'!+=!?)L'.17!"'!)G'("'.!7(*L(1."17!L'J!(1?)'+-+."17!L-+'.!2"()!
L'!"'?*1L7"'.!(1**"(+*"L-"(/!LI+'.!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!)G'(1*X.L()1*1*7$!!!
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:099$6-;+<)1!?)+"?1!+=!J"==1*1'(!+771+G7!IL(1*"L-7!=+*!()1!,*+JG?("+'!+=!(++-7!"7!
+*.L'"]1J!+'!7161*L-!7?L-17&!I+7(!?+II+'-/i!+771+G7!IL(1*"L-!G71J&!7,1?"17&!L.1s71>!+=!
L'"IL-7&!L'J!741-1(L-!1-1I1'($!!B'!IL'/!?L717&!H1?LG71!()1!L'"IL-7!=*+I!2)"?)!H+'17!+*!
+()1*!IL(1*"L-7!L*1!+H(L"'1J!L*1!L-7+!=++J!7+G*?17&!+771+G7!IL(1*"L-!71-1?("+'!"7!
1IH1JJ1J!2"()"'!7GH7"7(1'?1!,*L?("?17$!!EL2!IL(1*"L-!,*+?G*1I1'(!"7!L-7+!?+'7(*L"'1J!
H/!()1!?+I,+7"("+'!+=!()1!-+?L-!1'6"*+'I1'($!!R)+"?17!ILJ1!H/!H+'1!(++-!,*+JG?1*7!
*1=-1?(!H+()!-+?L-!(*LJ"("+'7!+=!L*("=L?(!IL'G=L?(G*1!L'J!()1!*1-L("+'7)",!+=!H+'1!(++-!
,*+JG?("+'!(+!+()1*!L7,1?(7!+=!7+?"L-!L'J!1?+'+I"?!-"=1$!!!
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MG'?("+'L-!7(GJ"17!L*1!()+71!()L(!J1L-!2"()!()1!"J1'("="?L("+'!+=!()1!G71!+=!+HQ1?(7!"'!
()1"*!*+-1!"'!()1!7+?"L-!L'J!1?+'+I"?!-"617!+=!()1!,*1)"7(+*"?!G71*7!+=!()171!(++-7$!!<)1*1!
L*1!L!'GIH1*!+=!J"==1*1'(!(/,17!+=!"'617(".L("+'7!()L(!I".)(!=L--!G'J1*!()"7!?L(1.+*/&!
"'?-GJ"'.!,1*=+*IL'?1!1>,1*"I1'(7&!*17"JG1!L'L-/7"7&!L'J!G71!21L*!7(GJ"17$!!;+7(!+=!
()171!7(GJ"17!=+?G7!+'!7+I1!L7,1?(!+=!()1!G71J!7G*=L?17!+=!(++-7!L'J!()1!1==1?(7!+=!2+*4!
+'!()171!7G*=L?17$!!!

%-()+G.)!B!2"--!G71!()1!2+*J!>04)5&"4+=*1NG1'(-/&!"'!=L?(!()"7!(1*I!"7!L!.-+77!+=!(2+!
*1-L(1J!HG(!J"7("'?(!L7,1?(7!+=!(++-!?*1L("+'!L'J!G71i!J17".'!L'J!G71$!!B'(1'("+'L-!J17".'!
"7!I+*1!=*1NG1'(-/!*1=-1?(1J!"'!()1!'LI17!()L(!L*1!L77".'1J!(+!+HQ1?(7&!7G?)!L7!'11J-1&!
L2-!+*!HL((1'$!!S+2161*&!7161*L-!=L?(+*7!IL/!?+'(*"HG(1!(+!()1!2L/7!+HQ1?(7!L*1!G71J!L7!
(++-7$!!<++-7!IL/!H1!G71J!1>,1J"1'(-/!=+*!L!'GIH1*!+=!+()1*!,G*,+717!+*!IL/!)L61!
IG-(",-1!?+II+'!G717$!!C1?+'J-/&!"(!"7!"I,+*(L'(!(+!*1?+.'"]1!()L(!()1!v=G'?("+'L-w!
(1*I7!()L(!21!G71!(+!J17?*"H1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!L'J!1()'+.*L,)"?!+HQ1?(7!L*1!+=(1'!=-G"J!
L'J!?+'(1>(GL-$!!M+*!1>LI,-1&!L!v'11J-1w!?+G-J!H1!L!!'?&4%+4''1#'@!G71J!(+!J*L2!L!
()*1LJ!()*+G.)!L!=LH*"?&!+*!L!5$55""+4''1#'!=+*!J*L2"'.!L'!"'41J!()*1LJ!()*+G.)!74"'$!!B(!
I".)(!L-7+!J1'+(1!L!-L*.1&!H*+LJ!9$55&4%+4''1#'!=+*!*G7)17!L'J!()L(?)"'.!+*!L!7IL--&!
J1'71!!4"?!*"'+4''1#'+=+*!'1(("'.!-1L()1*!()+'.7!()*+G.)!L!2++J1'!7'+27)+1!=*LI1$!!
C1?+'J-/&!0!'!IL/!'+(!?+**17,+'J!J"*1?(-/!(+!&45'45&"4!L7!"7!()1!?L71!"'!IG-("X,G*,+71!
(++-7!+*!+HQ1?(7!()L(!L*1!G71J!1>,1J"1'(-/!=+*!+()1*!(L747$!
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DL*-/!=G'?("+'L-!L'L-/717!+=!H+'1!(++-7!21*1!-L*.1-/!-"'41J!(+!I+*,)+-+./!WL7!J"7?G771J!
LH+61!"'!(/,+-+./!L'J!I1()+J+-+./[!L'J!IL?*+7?+,"?L--/!6"7"H-1!G71!21L*&!2)"?)!2L7!
+=(1'!'+(!?-1L*-/!J"7("'.G"7)1J!=*+I!(L,)+'+I"?!L-(1*L("+'7$!!TLI17!^"(?)"'.!W:nkZ[!
,*+JG?1J!+'1!+=!()1!1L*-/!2+*41J!H+'1!7(GJ"17!L(!K"'!S+-1!RL61!"'!D'.-L'J$!!S"7!
J1(L"-1J!7(GJ/!,*+6"J17!L!.*1L(!J1L-!+=!"'=+*IL("+'!+'!()1!2+*41J!H+'1!=+G'J!L(!()1!
7"(1&!HG(!)"7!"'(1*,*1(L("+'7!+=!=G'?("+'!L*1!HL71J!L-I+7(!1'("*1-/!=*+I!.1'1*L-!
I+*,)+-+./$!!!

MG'?("+'L-!7(GJ"17!HL71J!+'!,1*=+*IL'?1!?)L*L?(1*"7("?7!L'J!=*L?(G*1!,L((1*'7!)L61!
H11'!,L*("?G-L*-/!G71=G-!"'!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!(++-!=+*I7!2)1*1!()1!G71!"7!"'J"?L(1J!H/!=+*I&!
7G?)!L7!,*+Q1?("-1!,+"'(7$!!S1"J"!^'1?)(!W:nnZ[!J"7?G7717!()1!1=="?L?/!+=!J"==1*1'(!(/,17!+=!
_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!H+'1!L'J!L'(-1*!,*+Q1?("-1!,+"'(7&!L7!21--!L7!?+'7"J1*"'.!7+I1!
L7,1?(7!+=!IL'G=L?(G*"'.!(1?)'"NG17$!!Ka("--+'!W_1(+G*'1G>!L'J!Ka("--+'!899\`!Ka("--+'!
899@&!899k[!)L7!J1I+'7(*L(1J!()1!"I,+*(L'?1!+=!=*L?(G*1!,L((1*'7!=+*!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!
)+2!(++-7!21*1!G71J$!!V*"=="((7!W899k[!L'J!C?)1"'7+)'!W89:9[!L-7+!1I,)L7"]1J!
,1*=+*IL'?1!?)L*L?(1*"7("?7$!!<)1"*!2+*4!"7!J"7?G771J!"'!R)L,(1*!l!W<*"H+-+./[$!!!
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C1*.1"!C1I1'+6{7!W:nkl[!"I,+*(L'(!6+-GI1!+'!,*1)"7(+*"?!(1?)'+-+./!J1(L"-1J!)"7!
I1()+J!=+*!G7"'.!1>,1*"I1'(L("+'!L'J!J1(L"-1J!7G*=L?1!+H71*6L("+'7!(+!J1(1*I"'1!()1!
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G717!+=!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!L*("=L?(7!L'J!71*61J!(+!"'(*+JG?1!()1!?+'?1,(!+=!G71!21L*!L'L-/7"7!
(+!()1!2"J1*!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!?+IIG'"(/$!!%-()+G.)!)"7!2+*4!+'!-"()"?!(++-7!"7!H1((1*!
4'+2'&!"'!=L?(!C1I1'+6!L'J!)"7!7(GJ1'(7!J16+(1J!7".'"="?L'(!L((1'("+'!(+!()1!,*+JG?("+'!
L'J!G71!+=!+771+G7!(++-7$!!B(!IL/!H1!()L(!()1!G'G7GL-!+771+G7!=+*I7!"'!()1!7"(17!)1!
7(GJ"1J!21*1!'+(!*1LJ"-/!?+I,L*LH-1!(+!H+'1!(++-7!=*+I!+()1*!L*1L7!+=!()1!2+*-J!L'J!7+!
)"7!L,,*+L?)!(+!H+'1!(++-7!2L7!-177!.1'1*L--/!L,,-"?LH-1!L'J!()G7&!-177!*L,"J-/!
L77"I"-L(1J$!!S1!L-7+!L77GI1J!L!?-+71!*1-L("+'7)",!H1(211'!=+*I!L'J!=G'?("+'!=+*!H+'1!
(++-7&!2)"?)!"7!'+2!4'+2'!(+!H1!L'!G'7G,,+*(LH-1!L77GI,("+'$!!<)1!*1-L("+'7)",!
H1(211'!=+*I!L'J!=G'?("+'!2"--!H1!?+'7"J1*1J!"'!J1,()!"'!-L(1*!?)L,(1*7$!!!!!

<)1!L'L-/7"7!+=!G71!21L*!+'!H+'1!(++-7!"7!L!,+21*=G-!(++-!=+*!*1?+'7(*G?("'.!,L7(!
1?+'+I"?!7/7(1I7!"'!IL'/!?L717&!HG(!()1*1!L*1!7".'"="?L'(!?)L--1'.17!(+!()1!L,,-"?L("+'!
+=!7G?)!7(GJ"17&!"'!(1*I7!+=!()1!-+."7("?7!+=!G71!21L*!7(GJ"17&!()1!L,,*+,*"L(1'177!+=!()1!
L,,*+L?)!"'!7+I1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!?L717&!L'J!()1!-L?4!+=!H-"'J!(17("'.&!?+G,-1J!2"()!()1!
'1L*X"I,+77"H"-"(/!+=!"J1'("=/"'.!L--!,+77"H-1!?+'(L?(!IL(1*"L-7!L'J!IL'G=L?(G*"'.!
(1?)'"NG17$!!!

B(!"7!"I,+*(L'(!(+!'+(1!()L(!()1!7(GJ/!+=!7G*=L?1!21L*!,L((1*'7!?L''+(!H1!1L7"-/!
71,L*L(1J!=*+I!()1!7(GJ/!+=!+()1*!7G*=L?1!L-(1*L("+'7$!!M+*!()"7!*1L7+'&!"'!M*1'?)!L'J!
C,L'"7)!()1!,*1=1**1J!(1*I!"7!+=(1'!(*L?1+-+./!WM*$`!56$)A"#"%&'&!C,$i!56$)'"#"%B$[$!
<*L?1+-+./!*1=1*7!(+!()1!7(GJ/!+=!L--!7G*="?"L-!(*L?17!+=!)GIL'!I+J"="?L("+'&!*L()1*!()L'!
+'-/!()+71!J161-+,1J!()*+G.)!G71!L7!L!(++-!WK-"77+'!L'J!_+I,*a!899@[$!!<)G7&!=*+I!()1!
(*L?1+-+."?L-!,1*7,1?("61&!IL'G=L?(G*1&!G71&!)L'J-"'.&!?G*L("+'&!L'J!vI"7G71w!?L''+(!H1!
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"7+-L(1J!L'J!?L'!+'-/!H1!L,,*1?"L(1J!L7!L!2)+-1&!"'!()1!="'L-!,*+JG?(!+=!7G*=L?1!
I+J"="?L("+'$!!D61'!"'!?L717!2)1*1!()"7!"7!'+(!1>,-"?"(-/!LJJ*1771J&!()1!,*"+*!,*1,L*L("+'!
+=!L!2+*41J!H+'1!7G*=L?1!I+7(!?1*(L"'-/!,-L/7!"'(+!()1!L'L-/7"7!+=!7GH71NG1'(!G71!21L*$!!!

571!21L*!7(GJ"17!L*1!("I1X?+'7GI"'.$!!<)1*1!L*1!=12!2"J1-/!G71J!7(L'JL*J7!=+*!
L77177"'.!G71!21L*!,L((1*'7&!7+!I+7(!L'L-/7(7!IG7(!"'617(!7".'"="?L'(!LI+G'(7!+=!("I1!(+!
?+'7(*G?(!7(L'JL*J7!=+*!L77177"'.!()1!21L*!,L((1*'7!711'!+'!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!?+--1?("+'7$!!
<)"7!"7!L??+I,-"7)1J!I+7(!?+II+'-/!()*+G.)!1>,1*"I1'(L-!,*+.*LI7&!2)"?)!*1NG"*1!
7".'"="?L'(!*17+G*?17&!"'?-GJ"'.!("I1&!7,L?1!=+*!1>,1*"I1'(7&!L'J!IL(1*"L-7!=+*!
1>,1*"I1'(L("+'$!!M12!,1+,-1!)L61!()1!L??177!(+!()171!*17+G*?17!(+!,*+JG?1!-L*.1!
?+I,L*L("61!?+--1?("+'7&!17,1?"L--/!2)1'!G71!21L*!L'L-/7(7!L*1!"7+-L(1J!.1+.*L,)"?L--/!
L'J!"'(1--1?(GL--/$!!%JJ"("+'L--/&!H+'1!(++-!?+--1?("+'7!()1I71-617!6L*/!2"J1-/$!!!

%-()+G.)!7)1!LJJ*17717!G71!+??L7"+'L--/&!;?R+IH!"7!741,("?L-!LH+G(!()1!*1-"LH"-"(/!+=!
21L*!,L((1*'7!(+!"'J"?L(1!()1!IL(1*"L-7!2+*41J!2"()!H+'1!L*("=L?(7$!!C)1!L*.G17!()L(!G71!
21L*!?L''+(!H1!G71J!(+!"J1'("=/!()1!=G'?("+'!+=!+771+G7!(++-7!+*!()1!IL(1*"L-7!+'!2)"?)!
()1/!21*1!G71J!H1?LG71!=12!L*("=L?(7!,*171*61!+*"."'L-!7G*=L?17!+=!)".)!1'+G.)!NGL-"(/!
(+!"J1'("=/!21L*!,L((1*'7$!!S+2161*&!()"7!"7!-"41-/!L!7,1?"="?!+HQ1?("+'!()L(!IL/!H1!6L-"J!"'!
)1*!,L*("?G-L*!7LI,-1&!HG(!"(!"7!?-1L*-/!'+(!L!6L-"J!L77177I1'(!+=!()1!,*171*6L("+'!+=!H+'1!
(++-7!"'!L--!?+'(1>(7$!!!

M"'L--/&!()1!I1()+J+-+./!=+*!()1!7(GJ/!+=!G71!21L*!+'!H+'1!"7!7("--!H1"'.!J161-+,1J!
WR)*"7("J+G!L'J!_1.*L'J!899@[$!!C(L'JL*J7!=+*!IL.'"="?L("+'&!4"'J7!+=!I"?*+7?+,/&!L'J!
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="-(1*7!L*1!-L?4"'.$!!<)1!I1L'7!+=!J+?GI1'(L("+'!L'J!?+I,L*"7+'!+=!21L*!,L((1*'7!L*1!
"**1.G-L*&!IL4"'.!?+I,L*"7+'!H1(211'!7(GJ"17!J"=="?G-($!!#-"'J!(17(7!L*1!6"*(GL--/!
G'4'+2'!"'!H+'1!(++-!7(GJ"17$!!R+'?1*'7!LH+G(!*1-"LH"-"(/!L'J!7(L'JL*J"]L("+'!"'!G71!
21L*!L'L-/7"7!2"--!H1!LJJ*1771J!"'!R)L,(1*!@!W;1()+J+-+./[&!=+?G7"'.!+'!()1!*1-16L'(!
2+*4!"'!()1!="1-J!+=!-"()"?!G71!21L*!L'L-/7"7$!!!!

<)1!7(*+'.17(!G71!21L*!7(GJ"17!)L61!?+I1!=*+I!*171L*?)!?1'(1*7!2)1*1!7?)+-L*7!
"'(1*17(1J!"'!J"==1*1'(!L7,1?(7!+=!1>,1*"I1'(L-!*1,*+JG?("+'!?+--LH+*L(1&!7G?)!L7!()1!
M*1'?)!-LH7!"'!KL*"7!L'J!;;CS!()L(!)L61!-+'.!)"7(+*"17!+=!"'(1'7"61&!?+--LH+*L("61!
1>,1*"I1'(L-!7(GJ"17!?L**"1J!+G(!H/!=L?G-(/&!*171L*?)1*7!L'J!.*LJGL(1!7(GJ1'(7$!!D61'!"'!
?L717!2)1*1!()1*1!"7!7GH7(L'("L-!7G,,+*(!L'J!*17+G*?17!=+*!L!-L*.1X7?L-1!1>,1*"I1'(L-!
,*+.*LI&!"(!"7!"I,+77"H-1!(+!(17(!161*/!,+77"H-1!?+'(L?(!IL(1*"L-&!L7!_"'JL!F21'!)L7!
J"7?G771J!"'!J1,()!WF21'!:nnZ&!:nnn&!899@[$!!!

<)1!7(GJ/!+=!G71!21L*!"7!L-7+!'+(!=1L7"H-1!"'!IL'/!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!?+'(1>(7!W_1;+"'1!
:nnY`!;?R+IH!:n\n`!g1*?+G(|*1&!1(!L-$!899Y[$!!<L,)+'+I"?!L.1'(7!IL/!L==1?(!()1!
7(LH"-"(/!+=!H+'1!+'!L!IL?*+7?+,"?!+*!I"?*+7?+,"?!7?L-1$!!B'!7+I1!?L717!L-()+G.)!()1!
I+*,)+-+./!+=!(++-7!"'!*1(L"'1J&!+*"."'L-!7G*=L?17!L*1!1'("*1-/!LH71'(!+*!(++!HLJ-/!
J1.*LJ1J!(+!,*171*61!21L*!,L((1*'7!WM".G*1!8$:i!%-(LI"*L!'11J-1[$!!B'!+()1*!?L717&!()1!
(*1L(I1'(!+=!H+'1!(++-7!,+7(X1>?L6L("+'!"'?-GJ17!L..*177"61!?-1L'"'.&!+=(1'!2"()!
LH*L7"61!H*G7)17&!()L(!JLIL.17!+*!+H7?G*17!G71!21L*!,L((1*'7$!!;G71GI!?+--1?("+'7!
7GHQ1?(!(+!?L*1-177!)L'J-"'.!+*!7(+*L.1!IL/!L-7+!*17G-(!"'!JLIL.1J!7G*=L?17$!!
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R+'71*6L("+'!(1?)'"NG17!IL/!L-7+!,*171'(!?)L--1'.17!(+!G71!21L*!L'L-/7(7!L'J!2"--!H1!
1>LI"'1J!"'!I+*1!J1(L"-!"'!R)L,(1*!k!W%'L-/("?L-!K*+(+?+-[$!!!

!
Figure 2.1 Needle from Altamira that preserves the original morphology but has no original surface
remaining (Altamira CE03960)
!

#/!()1!:n\97&!L!'GIH1*!+=!H+'1!G71!21L*!L'J!+()1*!=G'?("+'L-!7(GJ"17!)LJ!H11'!
-LG'?)1J!WRLI,L'L!:n\n`!_1;+"'1!:nnY`!;?R+IH!:n\n`!F-71'!:n\l`!K-"77+'!:nnZ`!
EG''"'.7&!1(!L-$!:n\n[$!!%7!I+*1!7+,)"7("?L(1J!I1()+J+-+."17!21*1!J161-+,1J&!'121*!
7(GJ"17!21*1!LH-1!(+!H1((1*!-"'4!L*("=L?(7!L'J!4"'J7!+=!G717!()*+G.)!L!'GIH1*!+=!
L,,*+L?)17$!!<)1!-L7(!J1?LJ1&!"'!,L*("?G-L*&!)L7!711'!L!'GIH1*!+=!"I,+*(L'(!
J"771*(L("+'7!+'!H+'1!(++-!G71!21L*&!-L*.1-/!=*+I!M*L'?1$!!3+-L"'1!;L".*+(x7!W899Z[!
J"771*(L("+'!+'!M"'L-!01+-"()"?!?+--1?("+'7!=*+I!TG*L!J1I+'7(*L(1J!()1!G("-"(/!+=!G71!21L*!
=+*!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!-L*.1!L771IH-L.17!+=!+771+G7!L*("=L?(7!+=!L!*L'.1!+=!*L2!IL(1*"L-7$!!
;L".*+(!*1-"1J!+'!1>(1'7"61!1>,1*"I1'(L("+'&!L-+'.!2"()!()1!7(GJ/!+=!7+I1!
1()'+.*L,)"?!(++-7$!!%-1>L'J*L!_1.*L'J!W899@[!1>LI"'1J!K*1XK+((1*/!01+-"()"?!H+'1!
(++-7!=*+I!R/,*G7&!?+'7"J1*"'.!()1!*+-1!+=!H+'1!(++-7!"'!?G-(G*L-!(*L'7"("+'7$!!TL'1(!
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V*"=="((7!W899k[!7(GJ"1J!()1!"'(1*71?("+'!+=!,1*=+*IL'?1!?)L*L?(1*"7("?7!2"()!L?(GL-!G71!+=!
H+'1!"I,-1I1'(7!"'!()1!0+*()1*'!K-L"'7!+=!0+*()!%I1*"?L$!!0L(L?)L!#G?!W#G?!899@&!
89:9L[!)L7!J1I+'7(*L(1J!()L(!G71!21L*!?L'!)1-,!J"7("'.G"7)!J"==1*1'(!G717!+=!
I+*,)+-+."?L--/!7"I"-L*!(++-7!=*+I!()1!KL*L'b!B'=1*"+*!+=!%*.1'("'L$!!!

RLI,L'L!W:n\n[&!=+*!"'7(L'?1&!2L7!LH-1!(+!J"7("'.G"7)!H1(211'!(/,17!+=!IL'G=L?(G*"'.!
21L*!L'J!H1(211'!G71!L'J!IL'G=L?(G*"'.!21L*$!!S1!2L7!L-7+!LH-1!(+!J1(1*I"'1!()1!
IL''1*!"'!2)"?)!(++-7!21*1!G71J&!L-()+G.)!()1!IL(1*"L-!+'!2)"?)!()1/!21*1!G71J!2L7!
=*1NG1'(-/!LIH".G+G7$!RLI,L'L{7!1>(1'7"61!1>,1*"I1'(L("+'!=+*!)"7!J"771*(L("+'!
*171L*?)!2L7!+'1!+=!()1!1L*-/!7(GJ"17!()L(!J1I+'7(*L(1J!()1!,+(1'("L-!+=!+771+G7!
"'JG7(*"17!(+!?+'(*"HG(1!(+!()1!+61*L--!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!+=!()1!7GH7"7(1'?1!L'J!1?+'+I"?!
,L((1*'7!+=!,*1)"7(+*"?!7+?"1("17!H/!I1L'7!+=!G71!21L*!L'L-/7"7$!!S"7!1L*-/!1>,1*"I1'(7!"'!
()1!*1,-"?L("+'!+=!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!IL(1*"L-!21*1!J+'1!2"()!()1!L"I!+=!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!
,*+JG?("+'!L'J!(+!L77177!()1!,+(1'("L-!+=!6L*"+G7!(++-7!(+!,1*=+*I!()1!(L747!L77".'1J!(+!
()1I!H/!L*?)L1+-+."7(7&!HL71J!.1'1*L--/!+'!=+*IL-!+*!1()'+.*L,)"?!L'L-+."17$!!571!21L*!
L'L-/7"7!J+'1!1I,)L7"]1J!7G*=L?1!(*L?17!()L(!"'J"?L(1J!()1!J"*1?("+'!+=!G71!L'J!()1!
.1'1*L-!(/,1!+=!IL(1*"L-!+'!2)"?)!"I,-1I1'(7!21*1!1I,-+/1J$!

#+'1!(++-!G71!21L*!)L7!161'!H11'!G71J!(+!G'J1*7(L'J!)GIL'!16+-G("+'$!!_G?"'JL!
#L?421--!L'J!M*L'?17?+!JxD**"?+!W899:[!,*171'(!L'!L'L-/7"7!+=!H+'1!(++-7!=*+I!1L*-/!
)+I"'"J!7"(17!"'!C+G()!%=*"?L!()L(!7G..17(7!()L(!1L*-/!)+I"'"J7!G71J!H+'1!(++-7!(+!="7)!
=+*!(1*I"(17$!!<)1/!'+(1!()L(!vW([+!J"7("'.G"7)!H1(211'!,71GJ+(++-7!L'J!(*G1!(++-7!"(!"7!
'1?177L*/!(+!?+IH"'1!(L,)+'+I"?!L'L-/7"7!+=!()1!L77+?"L(1J!=+77"-!L771IH-L.17&!
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I"?*+7?+,"?!7(GJ"17!+=!,+77"H-1!(*L?17!+=!IL'G=L?(G*1!L'J!G71&!L'J!()1!1>,1*"I1'(L-!
*1,-"?L("+'!+=!()1!,G*,+*(1J!(++-7w!W#L?421--!L'J!JxD**"?+!899:i:Z@\[$!!;"JJ-1!C(+'1!
%.1!H+'1!=*L.I1'(7!=*+I!C2L*(4*L'7!L'J!C(1*4=+'(1"'!,*16"+G7-/!"J1'("="1J!L7!(++-7!=+*!
J".."'.!(GH1*7!L'J!2+*4"'.!)"J17!21*1!L'L-/]1J!L'J!()*+G.)!1>,1*"I1'(L("+'&!21*1!
7)+2'!(+!)L61!21L*!I+*1!?+'7"7(1'(!2"()!(1*I"(1!I+G'J!="7)"'.$!

C1?("+'7!+=!()171!7(GJ"17!L'J!+()1*7!()L(!J1L-!2"()!()1!21L*!=*+I!7+=(!="H1*7!+'!H+'1!
2"--!H1!J"7?G771J!"'!I+*1!J1(L"-!"'!R)L,(1*!Y!WD>,1*"I1'(L-!K*+.*LI[$!!S1*1&!"(!"7!
"I,+*(L'(!(+!'+(1!()L(!()1!4"'J7!+=!H+'1!G71!21L*!7(GJ"17!L*1!6L*"1J!L'J!"'?*1L7"'.!"'!
'GIH1*!L'J!)L61!J1I+'7(*L(1J!*1-16L'?1!=+*!()1!"'(1*,*1(L("+'!+=!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!
2+*41J!H+'1!L771IH-L.17$!!

:099$6-;+R-1L*-/&!()1'&!H+'1!G71!21L*!7(GJ"17!?L'!,*+6"J1!J1(L"-1J!"'=+*IL("+'!+'!()1!
(1?)'+-+."?L-&!7+?"L-!L'J!1?+'+I"?!L7,1?(7!+=!H+'1!(++-!G71&!HG(!()1!L,,*+L?)!"7!'+(!
2"()+G(!J"=="?G-(/$!C+I1!+=!()1!?)L--1'.17!2"--!H1!J"7?G771J!"'!.*1L(1*!J1(L"-!"'!R)L,(1*!@!
W;1()+J+-+./[$!#*"1=-/&!)+2161*&!()1!7(GJ/!+=!G71!21L*!"7!("I1X?+'7GI"'.!L'J!
?)L--1'."'.$!!<)1*1!L*1!'GI1*+G7!,+"'(7!"'!()1!7(GJ/!+=!I"?*+21L*!L(!2)"?)!
"'(1*,*1(L("61!LIH".G"("17!1'(1*$!!D>,1*"I1'(L("+'!"7!?+7(-/!H+()!"'!(1*I7!+=!IL(1*"L-7!
L'J!("I1&!L'J!=12!L*?)L1+-+."7(7!)L61!()1!*17+G*?17!=+*!-L*.1X7?L-1!1>,1*"I1'(L-!
,*+.*LI7$!!D61'!2)1'!1>,1*"I1'(L("+'!"7!=L?"-"(L(1J!H/!L6L"-LH-1!("I1!L'J!*17+G*?17&!"(!
"7!"I,+77"H-1!(+!(17(!161*/!,+(1'("L-!G71!+=!161'!+'1!(++-!=+*I$!!C1?+'J-/&!IL'/!
L*?)L1+-+."?L-!L*("=L?(7!J+!'+(!)L61!7G*=L?17!()L(!L*1!21--!,*171*61J!1'+G.)!=+*!G71!
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21L*!L'L-/7"7!L'J!161'!"=!()+71!?L717!2)1*1!7G*=L?17!L*1!"'!.++J!?+'J"("+'&!(L,)+'+I"?!
L-(1*L("+'7!IL/!,*+6"J1!+H7(L?-17!(+!G71!21L*!+H71*6L("+'$!!!

A17,"(1!()171!?)L--1'.17&!G71!21L*!7(GJ"17!,*+6"J1!"I,+*(L'(!"'=+*IL("+'!+'!()1!*+-1!+=!
H+'1!(++-7!"'!,L7(!7+?"1("17$!!<)1!"'=+*IL("+'!=*+I!=G'?("+'L-!L'L-/7"7!?L''+(!H1!
+H(L"'1J!"'!L'/!+()1*!2L/$!!%7!I1()+J7!"I,*+61!"'!H+'1!G71!21L*!7(GJ"17&!()1!*+-1!+=!
()171!7(GJ"17!2"--!+'-/!"'?*1L71!"'!()1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!L'L-/7"7!+=!H+'1!(++-7$!!<)1!*17(!+=!
()"7!J"771*(L("+'!2"--!J17?*"H1!I/!+2'!L,,*+L?)!(+!()1!L'L-/7"7!+=!G71!21L*!+'!H+'1!
=*+I!="H1*!"'JG7(*"17&!*1-/"'.!"'!,L*("?G-L*!+'!1()'+.*L,)"?!?+--1?("+'7!(+!G'J1*7(L'J!()1!
L??GIG-L("+'!+=!21L*$!!!
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HO[O'1G\\K=D$

#+'1!(++-7!?+I,*"71!L!7".'"="?L'(!L*("=L?(!?-L77!()L(!"7!G'J1*7(GJ"1J!*1-L("61!(+!+()1*!*L2!
IL(1*"L-!?-L7717$!!<)1!L,,*+L?)17!(+!()1!7(GJ/!+=!+771+G7!(1?)'+-+."17!L*1!6L*"1J!L'J!
?L'!"'=+*I!+'!7+?"L-&!1?+'+I"?&!7GH7"7(1'?1&!L'J!(1?)'+-+."?L-!L7,1?(7!+=!,L7(!
?+IIG'"("17$!!!_"41!+()1*!?-L7717!+=!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!IL(1*"L-&!H+'1!(++-7!?L'!H1!L'L-/]1J!
H/!I+*,)+-+."?L-&!(1?)'+-+."?L-&!7/IH+-"?&!+*!=G'?("+'L-!L((*"HG(17$!!S+2161*&!H+'1!
(++-7!L*1!'+(!L7!?+II+'-/!7(GJ"1J!L7!IL'/!+()1*!4"'J7!+=!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!L*("=L?(7$!!B(!"7!
+=(1'!L77GI1J!()L(!()1!(L,)+'+I"?!1==1?(7!+'!2+*41J!H+'1!L*1!7G?)!()L(!L'L-/7"7!+=!
()171!L*("=L?(7!"7!G',*+JG?("61$!!S+2161*&!L7!)L7!H11'!7)+2'&!+771+G7!+HQ1?(7!?L'!71*61!
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!

!

IL'/!J"==1*1'(!=G'?("+'7!L'J!L*1!"'6+-61J!"'!'GI1*+G7!4"'J7!+=!7+?"L-!L'J!1?+'+I"?!
L?("6"("17$!!<)G7&!()1/!?L'!H1!7(GJ"1J!(+!*161L-!,*1)"7(+*"?!,*L?("?17!()L(!IL/!'+(!
+()1*2"71!H1!16"J1'(!"'!()1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*1?+*J!L'J!L*1!L'!"'(1.*L-!,L*(!+=!
G'J1*7(L'J"'.!?G-(G*L-&!1?+'+I"?!L'J!7GH7"7(1'?1!,*L?("?17!+=!()1!,L7($!!!
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4?KC<M='WO 3M=@B?KLAM'!M;?E:A:F@MB'@E'<?M'2=;?KM:A:F@;KA'#M;:=U'

FHQ1?(7!ILJ1!=*+I!,-L'(!L'J!L'"IL-!="H1*7!?+'7("(G(1!L!ILQ+*!?+I,+'1'(!"'!()1!
IL(1*"L-!(1?)'+-+./!+=!'1L*-/!L--!4'+2'!L'?"1'(!L'J!I+J1*'!?G-(G*17&!"'?-GJ"'.!
?+'(1I,+*L*/!"'JG7(*"L-"]1J!+'17&!L'J!L*1!+=(1'!ILJ1!2"()!+771+G7!(++-7$!!S+2161*&!
7+=(!+*.L'"?!IL(1*"L-7!,*171*61!+'-/!*L*1-/!"'!()1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*1?+*J$!!B'!()"7!?)L,(1*!B!
2"--!?+'7"J1*!7+I1!+=!()1!2L/7!()L(!,1*"7)LH-1!IL(1*"L-7!)L61!H11'!"J1'("="1J!"'!
L*?)L1+-+."?L-!?+'(1>(7&!()*+G.)!H+()!J"*1?(!L'J!"'J"*1?(!I1L'7&!1I,)L7"]"'.!"'!
,L*("?G-L*!21L*!,L((1*'7!=*+I!="H1*7!+'!H+'1!(++-7$!!B!2"--!()1'!=+?G7!+'!16"J1'?1!+=!="H1*!
(1?)'+-+."17!=*+I!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?&!J1I+'7(*L("'.!()L(!()1*1!L*1!7161*L-!
J"7("'?(!-"'17!+=!16"J1'?1!()L(!7G..17(!()L(!,1+,-1!+=!()"7!,1*"+J!21*1!1'.L.1J!"'!()1!
,*+JG?("+'!+=!,1*"7)LH-1!+HQ1?(7!=*+I!H+()!,-L'(!L'J!L'"IL-!="H1*!7+G*?17$!!
!

WOJO'!?M'/\C:=<KE;M':>'3M=@B?KLAM'!M;?E:A:F@MB'

B(!"7!2"J1-/!L??1,(1J!()L(!,1*"7)LH-1!(1?)'+-+."17!L*1!GH"NG"(+G7&!LHG'JL'(&!L'J!7+?"L--/&!
?G-(G*L--/!L'J!1?+'+I"?L--/!"I,+*(L'(!"'!?+'(1I,+*L*/&!)"7(+*"?!L'J!-L(1*!,*1)"7(+*"?!
?+'(1>(7!W#L*H1*!:nn:`!A*++41*!899:`!C?)'1"J1*!:n\Y[$!!B'!=L?(&!,1*"7)LH-1!="H1*!
(1?)'+-+."17!X!+HQ1?(7!ILJ1!=*+I!,-L'(!L'J!L'"IL-!7+=(!("77G17!X!IL/!?+I,*"71!G,!(+!
n@}!+=!()1!IL(1*"L-!?G-(G*1!ILJ1!L'J!G71J!H/!?+'(1I,+*L*/!=+*L.1*7&!HG(!L*1!*L*1-/!
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=+G'J!L*?)L1+-+."?L--/!"'!I+7(!J1,+7"("+'L-!?+'(1>(7!WSG*?+IH1!:nnl&!899\L&!H[$!!M"H1*7!
=*+I!,-L'(!L'J!L'"IL-!7+G*?17!?L'!H1!G71J!"'!L!2"J1!6L*"1(/!+=!2L/7!L'J!?L'!H1!
(*L'7=+*I1J!"'(+!?+*JL.1&!IL(7&!HL741(7&!2+61'!?-+()&!'1(7&!?+'(L"'1*7&!?-+()"'.&!
7(*G?(G*L-!1-1I1'(7&!L'J!?+I,+'1'(7!=+*!G71!"'!?+I,+G'J!(1?)'+-+."17!7G?)!L7!
)L*,++'7!+*!(1'(7$!!K1*"7)LH-1!IL(1*"L-7!?L'!H1!=+G'J!"'!()1!(++-4"(7!=+*!,1*7+'L-!J*177&!
?++4"'.&!7(+*L.1&!)G'("'.&!(*L'7,+*(L("+'&!L'J!+()1*!L?("6"("17$!!%JJ"("+'L--/&!,L*("?G-L*-/!
"'!()1!?L71!+=!?-+()"'.&!2+61'!=LH*"?&!HL741(7&!L'J!J1?+*L(1J!)"J17&!()171!+HQ1?(7!
,*+6"J1!L!*"?)!I1J"GI!=+*!()1!1>,*177"+'!+=!"J1'("(/!L'J!I1IH1*7)",!H/!L.1&!.1'J1*&!
7+?"L-!.*+G,&!7(L(G7&!+??G,L("+'&!+*!+()1*!7+?"L-!"J1'("("17!W%J+6L7"+&!1(!L-$!899Y`!#L*H1*!
:nnl`!#+G*NG1&!1(!L-$!899n`!#*GI="1-!:nnk&!899Y`!#G*')LI!:nn8`!R+7("'&!1(!L-$!:nn\`!
A*L,1*!:nnY`!A*++41*!L'J!U1H7(1*!8999`!SL/J1'!:nn9`!C?)'1"J1*!:n\Y`!C+==1*&!1(!L-$!
8999[$!!V"61'!()1"*!7+?"L-!L'J!1?+'+I"?!G("-"(/&!,1*"7)LH-1!"'JG7(*"17!?L'!,*+6"J1!
7".'"="?L'(!L'J!H*+LJX*1L?)"'.!"'=+*IL("+'!LH+G(!,*1)"7(+*"?!.*+G,7$!!
!

WOHO'3M=@B?KLAM'!M;?E:A:F@MB'@E'<?M'3KB<'

5'=+*(G'L(1-/&!)+2161*&!J17,"(1!()1"*!GH"NG"(/!L'!"I,+*(L'?1&!21!4'+2!-177!LH+G(!()1!
,1*"7)LH-1!L*("=L?(7!+=!()1!,L7(!()L'!21!J+!LH+G(!I+7(!+()1*!?-L7717!+=!IL(1*"L-!?G-(G*1$!!
M"H1*!(1?)'+-+."17!L*1!=*1NG1'(-/!L*?)L1+-+."?L--/!"'6"7"H-1!"'!(2+!2L/7i!:[!,)/7"?L--/&!
()1/!L*1!,1*"7)LH-1&!()L(!"7&!()1/!L*1!+*.L'"?!L'J!=*1NG1'(-/!'+(!J1'71!L'J!7+!()1/!J1?L/!
NG"?4-/!"'!I+7(!J1,+7"("+'L-!?+'(1>(7!L'J!L*1!()G7!*1?+61*1J!-177!=*1NG1'(-/!=*+I!()1!
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L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*1?+*J`!8[!"'(1--1?(GL--/&!161'!2)1'!()1/!L*1!,*171'(&!()171!(1?)'+-+."17!
L*1!+=(1'!L77+?"L(1J!1()'+.*L,)"?L--/!L'J!)"7(+*"?L--/!2"()!()1!-LH+*!+=!2+I1'&!?)"-J*1'&!
L'J!()1!1-J1*-/$!!0+(!?+"'?"J1'(L--/&!"(!"7!QG7(!()171!I1IH1*7!+=!7+?"1(/!2)+!L*1!+=(1'!
+I"((1J!=*+I!+*!I"'"I"]1J!"'!+G*!*1?+'7(*G?("+'7!+=!()1!,L7(!W#1?4!8999`!R+'41/!:nn:`!
R+'41/!L'J!C,1?(+*!:n\l`!V1*+!:n\@`!V"==+*JXV+']L-1]!:nnZ`!SG*?+IH1!:nn@`!^LI,!
899:`!_17"?4!:nnY`!F21'!:nnl`!oG1*+-!899@`!E+61-L'J!8999`!C)1L!899k`!C+=L1*!
A1*161'74"!:nnl`!C+==1*&!1(!L-$!8999`!C,1?(+*!:nn:[$!!<)171!(2+!"'(1**1-L(1J!=L?(+*7!2+*4!
"'!(L'J1I!L'J!?+'(*"HG(1!(+!()1!J161-+,I1'(!+=!L!.L,!"'!+G*!4'+2-1J.1!LH+G(!L'?"1'(!
,1*"7)LH-1!(1?)'+-+."17i!-L?4!+=!"'(1*17(!"'!I1IH1*7!+=!7+?"1(/!()L(!L*1!,1*?1"61J!L7!-177!
,+21*=G-!j!"'!()1!,L7(!L'J!()1!,*171'(!j!-"I"(7!()1!"'617(".L("+'!+=!()171!"'J"6"JGL-7!"'!
()1!,L7(&!L'J!()1!J"=="?G-(/!+=!*1?+61*"'.!()"7!16"J1'?1!I"'"I"]17!()1!L((1'("+'!,L"J!(+!
()171!IL(1*"L-!?-L7717$!!!
<)171!"77G17!L*1!17,1?"L--/!7161*1!"'!()1!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?$!!B'!()1!J11,!,L7(&!()1!
L*?)L1+-+."?L-!7(GJ/!+=!="H1*!(1?)'+-+."17!"7!I+*1!,*+H-1IL("?!H1?LG71!+=!()1!1>(*1I1!
*L*"(/!+=!L?(GL-!1>1I,-L*7!+=!7G?)!+HQ1?(7!WA"--1)L/&!1(!L-$!:nnn`!<G*+77!L'J!M+.1-!:nnl[$!!
M+*!1>LI,-1&!()1!J+I"'L'(!6"12!+=!()1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!,*+6"J17!'+!*++I!=+*!L!*+-1!=+*!
,-L'(X="H1*XHL71J!(1?)'+-+."17!L'J!."617!-"((-1!"I,+*(L'?1!(+!L'"IL-XJ1*"61J!="H1*!
"'JG7(*"17$!!B7!()"7!L'!L??G*L(1!6"12!+=!()1!,L7(!+*!J"J!,-L'(!L'J!L'"IL-!="H1*7!,-L/!L'!
"I,+*(L'(!*+-1!"'!()1!7+?"L-!L'J!1?+'+I"?!-"=1!+=!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!DG*+,1m!!
<L,)+'+I"?!=L?(+*7!()L(!*1I+61!="H1*!(1?)'+-+."17!=*+I!()1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*1?+*J!
"'?*1L71!2"()!("I1!J1,()&!"=!()1/!L*1!'+(!?L*H+'"]1J$!!!<)1!H17(!?+'J"("+'7!=+*!()1!
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,*171*6L("+'!+=!="H1*!"'JG7(*"17!L*1!J*/!?L617!L'J!*+?4!7)1-(1*7!L'J!,1*IL'1'(-/!
2L(1*-+..1J!7"(17$!!01"()1*!?+'J"("+'!"7!4'+2'!=+*!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!7"(17!"'!
0+*()1*'!C,L"'$!!!
_"'JL!SG*?+IH1!W:nnl&!899\H[!LJJ"("+'L--/!'+(17!()L(!"J1'("=/"'.!,-L'(!,*+?177"'.!"7!
J"=="?G-(!H1?LG71!()1*1!"7!L!2"J1!*L'.1!(1?)'"NG17!L'J!G717!+=!,-L'(!IL(1*"L-7!L'J!()1*1!
"7!L!-L?4!+=!J1(L"-!"'!1()'+.*L,)"?!"'=+*IL("+'!+'!+*.L'"?!IL(1*"L-7$!!<)1!-+2!
,*171*6L("+'!*L(1!+=!+*.L'"?7!?*1L(17!=G*()1*!J"=="?G-(/!"'!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!()1!*+-1!+=!
,-L'(7!"'!()1!,L7(!L'J!*17G-(7!"'!-+2!'GIH1*7!+=!L*?)L1+-+."7(7!2)+!7,1?"L-"]1!"'!()1!
"'617(".L("+'!+=!+*.L'"?!(1?)'+-+."17$!!<)+71!(1>("-17&!HL741(7&!L'J!+()1*!"(1I7!()L(!L*1!
*1?+61*1J!=*+I!()1!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!*1?+*J!L*1!+=(1'!=*L.I1'(L*/&!IL4"'.!L'L-/7"7!I+*1!
?)L--1'."'.$!!M"'L--/&!IL'/!L*?)L1+-+."7(7!)L61!()1!"I,*177"+'!()L(!1L*-/!,-L'(!="H1*!
(1?)'+-+."17!21*1!?+L*71!L'J!G'7+,)"7("?L(1J&!2"()!="H1*7!=*+I!'+'XJ+I17("?L(1J!,-L'(!
7+G*?17!H1"'.!LH-1!(+!H1!2+*41J!+'-/!"'(+!vHG*-L,w!(/,1!=LH*"?7$!!!
SL-J!W:nl8&!:n@9[&!H/!?+'(*L7(&!,*+6"J17!16"J1'?1!=+*!()1!,+(1'("L-!="'1'177!+=!1L*-/!
(1>("-17!"'!)1*!?+I,*1)1'7"61!*16"12!+=!()1!G71!+=!'1((-17!WC65&)$+!..D[!"'!AL'"7)!)"7(+*/!
L'J!,*1)"7(+*/&!7G,,-1I1'(1J!H/!16"J1'?1!=+*!()1!G71!+=!'1((-17!"'!+()1*!,L*(7!+=!
U17(1*'!DG*+,1$!!C)1!"'?-GJ17!L!'GIH1*!+=!7+G*?17!()L(!"'J"?L(1!()L(!H+()!61*/!="'1&!
.LG]/!=LH*"?7!L'J!L7!*+,1!L'J!+()1*!?+L*71*!IL(1*"L-7!?L'!H1!ILJ1!+=!'1((-1!="H1*$!!
F61*L--&!()1!(1>(G*1!+=!'1((-1!?+*JL.1!L'J!=LH*"?!"7!7"I"-L*!(+!()L(!+=!=-L>!WE&409+!..D[!+*!
)1I,!WF$44$=&!+!$5&G$!+*!H.")-409+)$44$=&409[$!!K"?(G*17!+=!6L*"+G7!'1((-1!=LH*"?7!L'J!
?+7(GI17!L*1!,*171'(1J$!!C)1!'+(17!()L(!v'1((-1X?-+()w!I1'("+'1J!"'!1L*-/!J+?GI1'(7!
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I".)(!*1=1*!(+!L'/!(/,1!+=!HL7(!="H1*&!L7!()1!,*+JG?("+'!71NG1'?1!"7!1771'("L--/!()1!7LI1$!!
D(/I+-+./!L-7+!7G..17(7!L'!1L*-/!+*"."'!=+*!()1!G71!+=!'1((-1!="H1*7&!"'!,L*("?G-L*!v'1(w$!!
S+2161*&!()1*1!L*1!IL'/!I1L'7!()L(!L*?)L1+-+."7(7!?L'!1I,-+/!(+!7(GJ/!L'?"1'(!
1?+'+I"?!L'J!L*("7L'!L?("6"("17!7G?)!L7!()1!,*+?177"'.!L'J!IL'G=L?(G*1!+=!.++J7!2"()!
L'"IL-!L'J!,-L'(!J1*"61J!="H1*7$!!!
B'!IL'/!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!?+'(1>(7&!()1!,*171'?1!+=!,-L'(!L'J!L'"IL-!="H1*!(1?)'+-+."17!
)L7!H11'!17(LH-"7)1J!()*+G.)!H+()!J"*1?(!L'J!"'J"*1?(!I1L'7$!!<)"7!"7!'+(!()1!?L71!=+*!
()1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?&!()1*1!)L7!H11'!-"((-1!J"7?G77"+'!+=!()1!4"'J7!+=!,1*"7)LH-1!L*("=L?(7!
()L(!IL/!)L61!H11'!?+II+'&!L'J!()1!J1(L"-1J!7(GJ/!+=!,-L'(!HL71J!(1?)'+-+."17!"7!
,L*("?G-L*-/!-"I"(1J&!J17,"(1!()1!=L?(!()L(!'GI1*+G7!7(GJ"17!)L61!)".)-".)(1J!()"7!.L,!
WF21'!899@[$!!!
<)1!,*171'?1!+=!="H1*!"'JG7(*"17!"'!()1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!7)+G-J!'+(!H1!L!7G*,*"71!j!
*L()1*&!"(!2+G-J!H1!7G*,*"7"'.!"=!()1/!21*1!'+(!,L*(!+=!()1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!?G-(G*L-!
*1,1*(+"*1P!S1*1&!B!2"--!-++4!L(!()1!16"J1'?1!=+*!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!,1*"7)LH-1!
(1?)'+-+."17&!H1."''"'.!2"()!()1!=12!J"*1?(!"'J"?L("+'7!+=!()1"*!,*171'?1!()*+G.)+G(!
DG*+,1!L'J!()1'!I+6"'.!+'!(+!I+*1!"'J"*1?(!"'J"?L("+'7!+=!="H1*!G71!JG*"'.!()"7!,1*"+J$!!
%-()+G.)!()1!16"J1'?1!"7!7?L'(&!"(!"7!,*171'(!()*+G.)+G(!IG?)!+=!DG*+,1!=*+I!()1!-L(1*!
,1*"+J7!+=!()1!DL*-/!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?&!7G..17("'.!()L(!()1!-L?4!+=!4'+2-1J.1!+=!()1!G71!
+=!,1*"7)LH-1!="H1*7!JG*"'.!()"7!("I1!"7!JG1!I+*1!(+!,*171*6L("+'!L'J!I1()+J+-+."?L-!
?)L--1'.17!JG*"'.!1>?L6L("+'&!*L()1*!()L'!()1"*!(*G1!LH71'?1!W#L)'!:n\@[$!!
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<+!H1."'!(+!7(GJ/!,*1)"7(+*"?!,1*"7)LH-1!"'JG7(*"17&!L!71*"17!+=!"77G17!?+'?1*'"'.!()1!
J161-+,I1'(!L'J!IL"'(1'L'?1!+=!="H1*!(1?)'+-+."17!IG7(!H1!LJJ*1771J$!!<)1!="*7(!"77G1!
?+'?1*'7!()1!-"41-")++J!+=!="H1*!G71!2"()"'!()1!?G-(G*L-!7/7(1I!G'J1*!?+'7"J1*L("+'$!!B'!
H+()!?+'(1>(7!()"7!"7!'+(!G,!=+*!J1HL(1&!HG(!"'!()1!?+'(1>(!+=!_L(1!5,,1*!KL-1+-"()"?!
*171L*?)&!2)1*1!+*.L'"?!(1?)'+-+."17!L*1!*+G("'1-/!+61*-++41J!L'J!()1"*!G71!"7!'+(!
?-1L*-/!"'J"?L(1J!L(!IL'/!7"(17&!()"7!H1?+I17!L'!"I,+*(L'(!="*7(!7(1,$!!U)L(!L*1!()1!
HL71-"'1!?+'J"("+'7!'1?177L*/!=+*!()1!,*+JG?("+'!+=!="H1*!(1?)'+-+."17m!!U)L(!
?+'7(*L"'(7!I".)(!,*161'(!()1!*+-1!+=!="H1*7!=*+I!H1?+I"'.!?1'(*L-!"'!L!.*+G,x7!LJL,("61!
+*!7+?"L-!(1?)'+-+./m!!U)L(!+()1*!IL(1*"L-7!I".)(!="--!()1!*+-17!()L(!L*1!="--1J!H/!,-L'(!
="H1*7!"'!IL'/!I+J1*'!7+?"1("17m!!U)L(!?+'J"("+'7!L*1!'1?177L*/!=+*&!+*!?+'JG?"61!
(+2L*J&!()1!"'61'("+'!L'J!1-LH+*L("+'!+=!,-L'(XJ1*"61J!(1?)'+-+."17m!U)"-1!"J1'("=/"'.!
()1!L,,*+,*"L(1!?+'J"("+'7!=+*!()1!J161-+,I1'(!+=!,-L'(XHL71J!(1?)'+-+."17!J+17!'+(!
1'7G*1!()L(!7G?)!(1?)'+-+."17!21*1!,*171'(&!"(!J+17!,*+6"J1!L!*+HG7(!=+G'JL("+'!=+*!
=G*()1*!"'617(".L("+'$!!
C1?+'J-/&!H+()!J"*1?(!L'J!"'J"*1?(!16"J1'?1!=+*!,1*"7)LH-1!(1?)'+-+."17!IG7(!H1!
1>LI"'1J$!!A"*1?(!16"J1'?1!"7!=L"*-/!7(*L".)(=+*2L*J&!?+'7"7("'.!+=!()+71!*L*1!"'7(L'?17!"'!
2)"?)!7+=(!+*.L'"?!L*("=L?(7!,*171*61&!2)1()1*!"'!*1?+.'"]LH-1!L*("=L?(!=+*I7!+*!L7!("'/!
=*L.I1'(7$!!B'J"*1?(!16"J1'?1!"7!I+*1!6L*"1J$!!BI,*177"+'7!L'J!?L7(7&!17,1?"L--/!"'!HL41J!
IGJ!+*!?-L/&!HG(!L-7+!=+G'J!+??L7"+'L--/!"'!+()1*!?+'(1>(7&!?L'!,*+6"J1!?-1L*!16"J1'?1!+=!
()1!,*171'?1!L'J!=+*I!+=!="H1*!"'JG7(*"17!WV-+*/!:n@n[$!!
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F*.L'"?!*17"JG17!+'!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!L*("=L?(7!)L61!()1!,+(1'("L-!(+!17(LH-"7)!71?G*1-/!()L(!
?1*(L"'!,-L'(7!+*!L'"IL-7!21*1!2+*41J!2"()!()1!(++-7!(17(1J$!!%-()+G.)!()1*1!)L7!H11'!
I"'"IL-!L((1'("+'!(+!()1!,+(1'("L-!=+*!+*.L'"?!*17"JG17!(+!,*171*61!+61*!.*1L(!-1'.()7!+=!
("I1&!"(!"7!?-1L*!()L(!"'!7+I1!?L717&!()1!,*171*6L("+'!+=!L'?"1'(!*17"JG17!"7!.*1L(1*!()L'!
()1!,*171*6L("+'!+=!-L*.1!+*.L'"?!L*("=L?(7$!SL**/!C)L=1*!L'J!E"?)L*J!S+--+2L/!W:nYn[!
7)+21J!()L(!G'J1*!.++J!?+'J"("+'7!+*.L'"?!*17"JG17!?+G-J!H1!*1?+61*1J!=*+I!L*("=L?(7!
+=!=L"*-/!.*1L(!L'("NG"(/$!!C(+'1!(++-7!=*+I!;"JJ-1!L'J!_L(1!%*?)L"?!-161-7!JL(1J!(+!@999X
8999!#$K$!L(!S"'J7!RL61&!L!J*/!*+?4!7)1-(1*!"'!7+G()217(!<1>L7&!?+'(L"'1J!6"7"H-1!+*.L'"?!
*17"JG17!()L(!21*1!L'L-/]1J!(+!J1(1*I"'1!G71!+=!()1!(++-7$!!K-L'(!="H1*7!21*1!6"7"H-1!
2"()"'!()1!*17"JG17!G'J1*!L'!CD;&!7+!7LI,-17!21*1!*1I+61J!=*+I!*17"JG1!HG"-JG,!L'J!
1>LI"'1J!G'J1*!L!-".)(!I"?*+7?+,1&!2)"?)!L--+21J!()1!"J1'("="?L("+'!+=!7+I1!,-L'(!
*1IL"'7!(+!()1!7,1?"17!-161-$!!K-L'(!="H1*7!L'J!1,"J1*I"7!+=!L.L61!WH%$G'+#')*'%0&##$[!L'J!
7+(+-!WI$!-#&6&"4[!21*1!"J1'("="1J&!L7!21--!L7!/G??L!WJ0))$[!1,"J1*IL-!=*L.I1'(7$!!%'"IL-!
)L"*!=*+I!()1!*17"JG17!?+G-J!.1'1*L--/!H1!"J1'("="1J!(+!ILQ+*!.*+G,7!W,*"IL*"-/!*+J1'(7!
L'J!-L.+I+*,)7[$!!K)/(+-"()7!21*1!L-7+!"J1'("="1J$!!R+IH"'1J!2"()!L'!L'L-/7"7!+=!G71!
21L*&!()1!LG()+*7!?+'?-GJ1!()L(!()1!ILQ+*"(/!+=!()1!(++-7!21*1!IG-("XG71&!-+'.X(1*I!
(++-7!G71J!=+*!()1!,*1,L*L("+'!+=!7G??G-1'(7&!7IL--!L'"IL-!HG(?)1*"'.!L'J!()1!1>(*L?("+'!
+=!,-L'(!="H1*7$!!D61'!"'!()1!;"JJ-1!KL-1+-"()"?&!L*("=L?(7!+=!+61*!:99&999!/1L*7!+=!L.1!?L'!
7+I1("I17!*1(L"'!I"'G(1!+*.L'"?!*17"JG17!+=!7G*,*"7"'.-/!.++J!7(*G?(G*L-!L'J!?)1I"?L-!
"'(1.*"(/&!"'?-GJ"'.!=1L()1*!HL*HG-17!L'J!7(L*?)!.*L"'7!WSL*J/&!1(!L-$!899:[$!!
E17"JG1!7(GJ"17!)L61!H11'!*L*1!"'!K-1"7(+?1'1!?+'(1>(7$!!;+*1!.1'1*L--/&!FJ1--!W899:[!
L*.G17!()L(!()1!7(GJ/!+=!,-L'(!*17"JG17!"7!,-L.G1J!H/!.*1L(1*!L((1'("+'!(+!,*171'?1!+=!
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7G?)!*17"JG17&!*L()1*!()L'!L!?L*1=G-!?+'7"J1*L("+'!+=!()1!I1L'"'.!+=!()1"*!LH71'?1&!"$1$&!
"7!"(!JG1!(+!()1!-L?4!+=!G71!+'!,-L'(7&!,++*!+*!J"==1*1'("L-!,*171*6L("+'&!+*!7+I1!+()1*!
H1)L6"+*L-!+*!(L,)+'+I"?!=L?(+*$!!D771'("L--/&!()"7!"7!L'+()1*!=+*I!+=!J"*1?(X?+'="*IL("+'!
*1L7+'"'.$!!S1!'+(17!()L(!()"7!-L?4!+=!L((1'("+'!(+!(L,)+'+I/i!!
v"I,-"17!()L(!L--!()+71!L'L-/717!()L(!)L61!H11'!?+'JG?(1J!()*+G.)!J"*1?(!
+H71*6L("+'L-! I1()+J7! IL/! H1! G7LH-1! +'-/! (+! 7)+2! ()1! ,*1)"7(+*"?!
,*171'?1! +=! L! ,L*("?G-L*! ,-L'($! <)1/! ?L''+(! H1! 1I,-+/1J! (+! ,*+6"J1! L!
*1,*171'(L("61!I1L7G*1!+=!()1!L?("6"("17!()L(!21*1!,*L?("?1J!"'!L'("NG"(/&!
H1?LG71&!2"()+G(!L!-+(!I+*1!*171L*?)&!21!2"--!'161*!4'+2!2)"?)!*17"JG17!
)L61!J1.*LJ1J!L'J!2)"?)!)L61!'+($w!WFJ1--!899:ik8[!
A17,"(1!FJ1--x7!,177"I"7I&!()1!7(GJ"17!J"7?G771J!)1*1&!L-+'.!2"()!IL'/!+()1*7&!
J1I+'7(*L(1!()L(!G71!21L*!L'J!*17"JG1!L'L-/7"7!?L'!IL41!"I,+*(L'(!?+'(*"HG("+'7!(+!
+G*!G'J1*7(L'J"'.!+=!()1!4"'J7!+=!,-L'(7!G71J!"'!L'("NG"(/!L'J!()1!G717!(+!2)"?)!()1/!L*1!
,G($!!!!!
0G?-1L*!IL.'1("?!*17+'L'?1!W0;E[!"7!L!7(L'JL*J!L'L-/("?L-!I1()+J!"'!?)1I"7(*/!HG(!)L7!
'+(!H11'!?+II+'-/!G71J!(+!L'721*!L*?)L1+-+."?L-!,*+H-1I7$!!<)1!(1?)'"NG1!v"7!L!
I1L'7!+=!?-L77"=/"'.!L(+I7!2"()"'!L!I+-1?G-1!L??+*J"'.!(+!()1"*!I+-1?G-L*!1'6"*+'I1'(w!
W_LIH1*(&!1(!L-$!8999i:Yk[$!!E17+'L'?1!,1L47!L*1!I1L7G*1J!L'J!()1'!?+I,L*1J!(+!L!
7(L'JL*J!"'!+*J1*!(+!"J1'("=/!()1!I+-1?G-1!IL41XG,!+=!L!7LI,-1$!!%J6L'(L.17!+=!()1!
(1?)'"NG1!"'?-GJ1!()L(!"(!"7!'+'J17(*G?("61!L'J!?L'!"J1'("=/!7IL--1*!NGL'("("17!+=!+*.L'"?!
IL(1*"L-7!()L'!?L'!qEM$!!F*.L'"?!7(*G?(G*17!?L'!H1!"J1'("="1J!I+*1!1L7"-/!()L'!'+'X
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Figure 4.1 Cross-section of Seri bone awl made on a metapodial, showing the dense, outer cortical portion
and the inner spongy section (NMAI 112161)

!
Figure 4.2 Cross-section of mule deer antler showing the dense, outer cortical portion and the inner spongy
section
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Figure 4.3. Direct percussion on bone

!
Figure 4.4. Indirect percussion of a rib with a lithic wedge
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Figure 4.5. Groove and splinter technique
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Figure 4.6. Groove and splinter extraction and nucleus
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Figure 4.7. Longitudinal sawing with a burin
o $%&'()!%(*!$(%++'()!,-')./0!1234!
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Figure 4.8. Sawed rib prepared for snapping
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Figure 4.9. Scraping
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Figure 4.10. Grinding against sandstone
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Figure 4.11. Polishing with an unmodified flake
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Figure 4.12. Cross section of flax, showing bast bundles (white)
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Figure 4.13. Prepared raffia fiber (Sage Ross)
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Figure 4.14. Kapok seed with fiber (J.M. Garg)
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Figure 4.15. Worked and painted hide from Knife River Historic Site (Chris Light)
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Figure 4.16. Needle with wool, Hopi Pueblo (NMNH E166613)
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Figure 4.17. Freshly extracted tendon and hide
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Figure 4.18. Bone needle with sinew thread, Montagnais or Innu (NMAI 028878)
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Figure 4.19 Bone needle with gut, Eskimo Nuwukmiut (NMAI 53175)
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$%&'(%8%,-!3/*-%.%/*$!&,4*!.54.!.5,!$70843,!'4..,0*$!40,!7*(%+,()!./!54>,!$.0/*2!
$%&%(40%.%,$!./!.5/$,!%-,*.%8%,-!/*!40354,/(/2%34(!40.%843.$!.54.!54>,!4!(/*2!4*-!3/&'(,6!
5%$./0)!/8!7$,:!,>,*!95,*!/*()!7$,-!./!3/&'(,.,!/*,!+%*-!/8!.4$+!%*!.5,!'4$.;!!@/9,>,0:!
43.%/*=14$,-!,6',0%&,*.$!3400)!.5,!4--%.%/*4(!4->4*.42,!/8!4((/9%*2!.5,!0,$,4035,0!./!
'/.,*.%4(()!%-,*.%8)!43.%/*$!.54.!9,0,!*/.!/0%2%*4(()!,*>%$%/*,-!4&/*2!.5,!(%+,()!43.%>%.%,$!
/0!'0/3,-70,$!%*!.5,!'4$.;!!!

A5,!4->4*.42,$!/8!,6',0%&,*.4.%/*!8/0!7*-,0$.4*-%*2!.5,!4337&7(4.%/*!/8!9,40!4*-!
3/*$.073.%*2!$.4*-40-$!8/0!.5,!4$$,$$&,*.!/8!40354,/(/2%34(!.//($!40,!3(,40;!!B%0$.!4*-!
8/0,&/$.:!,6',0%&,*.$!4((/9!.5,!0,$,4035,0!./!-/37&,*.!.5,!(%*+!1,.9,,*!9,40!
'4..,0*$!4*-!.5,!43.%>%.)!.54.!0,$7(.,-!%*!.5/$,!'4..,0*$;!!C,347$,!.5,!$.4.,!/8!.5,!
40.%843.!1,8/0,!7$,!%$!-/37&,*.,-!4*-!.5,*!3/&'40,-!./!.5,!$70843,!48.,0!4!+*/9*!
.0,4.&,*.!/0!$,0%,$!/8!.0,4.&,*.$:!.5,!347$4(!0,(4.%/*$5%'!%*!4..0%.%/*!'4..,0*$!%$!
.04*$'40,*.;!!?--%.%/*4(():!>40%41(,$!34*!1,!3/*.0/((,-!4*-!%$/(4.,-:!4((/9%*2!&/0,!
'0,3%$%/*!%*!.5,!(%*+$!.54.!40,!%-,*.%8%,-!1,.9,,*!43.%>%.%,$:!&4.,0%4($:!4*-!4..0%.%/*;!!
B%*4(():!1,347$,!.5,!,6',0%&,*.4(!.//(!34*!1,!/1$,0>,-!4.!$,>,04(!'/%*.$!-70%*2!%.$!
"##
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%&'()*'+!,-'!./01%0(!022%3%(0,)45!4*!6'0/!205!7'!142%3'5,'1!)5!)52/'3'5,&8!!9-)&!)&!0!
:46'/*%(!*02,4/!6-'5!';03)5)5.!,-'!0/2-0'4(4.)20(!/'24/1!6-'/'!%&'()*'!4*!,44(&!)&!
0(60<&!%5=54658!!>5!&43'!20&'&+!,-'!%&'()*'!*4/!05!0/2-0'4(4.)20(!0/,)*02,!205!7'!
&%..'&,'1+!70&'1!45!2451),)45+!'?)1'52'!*4/!/':0)/+!051!-051()5.!6'0/@!)5!4,-'/!20&'&!
,-'!1%/0,)45!4*!05!0/,)*02,A&!%&'()*'!)&!5'0/(<!)3:4&&)7('!,4!1','/3)5'8!!!

9-'/'!0/'!&43'!1)**)2%(,)'&!,-0,!0/)&'!*/43!/'(<)5.!&4('(<!45!';:'/)3'5,0,)45!*4/!,-'!
:/41%2,)45!4*!&,0510/1&!051!*4/!,-'!%51'/&,051)5.!4*!,-'!/05.'!4*!?0/)0,)45!)5!%&'!051!
'51!2451),)458!!B5'!70&)2!:/47('3!)5!1','/3)5)5.!,-'!70&)2!:0/03','/&!4*!05!
';:'/)3'5,0(!:/4./03!)&!1'*)5)5.!,-'!74%510/)'&!4*!,-'!';:'/)3'5,0,)458!!>,!)&+!4*!
24%/&'+!)3:4&&)7('!,4!,'&,!'?'/<!:4&&)7('!)1'0+!30,'/)0(+!051!02,)45!2452')?07(<!20//)'1!
4%,!%&)5.!0!745'!4/!05,('/!,44(+!,-/4%.-4%,!,)3'!051!&:02'8!!>5!'**'2,+!0((!';:'/)3'5,0(!
0/2-0'4(4.<!)&!*%5103'5,0((<!./4%51'1!)5!,-'!4/).)50(!1'2)&)45&!301'!074%,!,-'!
:4&&)7)(),)'&!,-0,!6)((!7'!,'&,'1!051!,-4&'!,-0,!6)((!7'!).54/'18!!9-)&!5'0/(<!0(60<&!('01&!
,4!2'/,0)5!245&'C%'52'&+!)52(%1)5.!,-'!)1'5,)*)20,)45!4*!:0,,'/5&!)5!0/2-0'4(4.)20(!
0&&'37(0.'&!,-0,!20554,!7'!:4&),)?'(<!()5='1!6),-!05<!=5465!:0,,'/5!1','/3)5'1!
,-/4%.-!';:'/)3'5,0,)458!!!

D4/'!)3:4/,05,(<+!),!3'05&!,-0,!7)0&'&!,-0,!0/)&'!74,-!*/43!4%/!2%(,%/0(!245,';,!051!
*/43!,-'!245?'5,)450(!6)&143!4*!,-'!0/2-0'4(4.)20(!2433%5),<!-0?'!0!&,/45.!*4/30,)?'!
'**'2,!45!,-'!4%,243'!4*!/'&'0/2-!)5!0!?'/<!/'0(!051!47&'/?07('!60<8!!E4/!';03:('+!)*!6'!
0&&%3'!,-0,!6'!F=546G!,-0,!,-'/'!0/'!54!?'.',0(!*)7'/&!%&'1!)5!,-'!H0('4(),-)2+!,-'&'!
30,'/)0(&!0/'!';2(%1'1!*/43!';:'/)3'5,0,)45!051!&4!,-'!0&&%3:,)45&!0/'!54,!,'&,'18!!
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%&'(!)*+,-.',(!/&,!'012-/3*4,!25!362'+'*7!8&3/!9!&36,!/,-0,+!:+'-,4/;42*5'-03/'2*!
,<1,-'0,*/3/'2*=>!!?'-,4/;42*5'-03/'2*!,<1,-'0,*/3/'2*!+,(4-'@,(!/&2(,!,<1,-'0,*/(!'*!
8&'4&!3!&A12/&,('B,+!)(,!52-!3!/22.!'(!-,1.'43/,+!3*+!/&,!8,3-!13//,-*(!1-2+)4,+!3-,!
42013-,+!/2!/&2(,!2*!/&,!3-4&3,2.27'43.!/22.!'*!2-+,-!/2!3((,((!/&,!&A12/&,('(!C4=5=!
D8,*!"EE#F=!!!!!

?'-,4/;42*5'-03/'2*!,<1,-'0,*/(!3-,!)(,5).!'*!'(2.3/,+!43(,(G!3*+!13-/'4).3-.A!8&,*!/&,!
26,-3..!H*28.,+7,!@3(,!'(!(03..G!/&,A!1-26'+,!3!(/3-/'*7!12'*/!52-!)*+,-(/3*+'*7!/&,!.'5,!
&'(/2-A!25!3!/22.=!!D*!/&,!2/&,-!&3*+G!/&,A!+2!*2/!+'(1.3A!/&,!-'72-!*,,+,+!'*!3*!
,<1,-'0,*/3.!1-27-30!C'*!534/G!/&,A!+2!*2/!42*(/'/)/,!3!!"#$"%&!3/!3..F!3*+!3-,!1-2*,!/2!
/&,!()@/.,!'*42-12-3/'2*!25!,/&*24,*/-'4G!3*+-24,*/-'4G!3*+!&'(/2-'43.!@'3(,(=!!%&,(,!
1,-63('6,!'*5.),*4,(!2*!3-4&3,2.27'43.!-,(,3-4&!7,*,-3..A!726,-*!/&,!H'*+(!25!-,(,3-4&!
/&3/!/3H,!1.34,!3*+!03A!7)'+,!/&,!2-'7'*3.!3(()01/'2*(!03+,!@A!'*6,(/'73/2-(!3@2)/!/&,!
.'H,.A!2-!)*.'H,.A!)(,(!25!2@I,4/(!-,426,-,+!5-20!/&,!3-4&3,2.27'43.!-,42-+!CJ,&2,!"EE"K!
D8,*!"EEEF=!!%&,(,!/A1,(!25!@'3(,(!3-,!)*362'+3@.,G!3./&2)7&!/&,A!43*!@,!13-/'3..A!
42*/-2..,+!/&-2)7&!/&,!4201.,0,*/3-A!)(,!25!,/&*27-31&'4!+24)0,*/(!C(,,!L&31/,-!MN!
O*3.A('(!25!P/&*27-31&'4!L2..,4/'2*(F=!!O*2/&,-!'(!@A!43-,5).G!1,-'2+'4!3((,((0,*/!25!/&,!
731!@,/8,,*!2)-!H*28.,+7,!25!/&,!13(/!3*+!2)-!'*/,-1-,/3/'2*(!25!/&3/!H*28.,+7,G!'*!
13-/'4).3-!25!/&,!42*(/-3'*/(!1.34,+!)12*!1-,&'(/2-'4!'*+'6'+)3.(!@A!/&,'-!(24'3.G!
,42*20'4!3*+!1&A('43.!,*6'-2*0,*/=!!!

O*2/&,-!+'55'4)./A!'(!/&3/!,<1,-'0,*/3/'2*!('01.'5',(!2@I,4/(Q!.'5,!&'(/2-',(=!!P<1,-'0,*/(!
.'0'/!/&,!*)0@,-!25!63-'3@.,(!-,.,63*/!/2!)*+,-(/3*+'*7!3-/'534/!)(,!(2!/&3/!43)(3.!.'*,(!
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%&'!()!)*+&(,-*.)/0!!1,+.234.!+.)*)!+56)*!27!%2'+82,*!&'/!,-9-+*!&8)!)**)'+-&,!+2!
4)')8&+-'4!3*)!:)&8!*+&'/&8/*;!+.)!<-'/*!27!*387&%)*!+.&+!&8)!+56-%&,!27!)=6)8-9)'+&,,5!
3*)/!+22,*!9&5!'2+!()!+56-%&,!27!+.2*)!723'/!2'!2(>)%+*!+.&+!.&?)!,2'4!&'/!%296,)=!,-7)!
.-*+28-)*0!!@*)/!2(>)%+*!9&5!()!*3(>)%+!'2+!2',5!+2!93%.!,2'4)8!3*),-7)!+.&'!:)!%&'!
8)6,-%&+)!-'!+.)!(23'/*!27!*.28+!8)*)&8%.!68248&9*!A6&8+-%3,&8,5!/-**)8+&+-2'*B;!(3+!&,*2!
+2!928)!.&'/,-'4;!%&885-'4;!*+28&4)!%2'/-+-2'*;!)=6)/-)'+!3*)*;!&'/!/-77)8)'+!2:')8*0!!
C)%)'+!)=6)8-9)'+*!(5!1,-%)!D.25<)!&'/!E&3,!F3775!*344)*+!+.&+!3*)!:)&8!2'!(2')!
28'&9)'+*!9&5!&%%83)!?)85!*,2:,5;!)*6)%-&,,5!-'!+)89*!27!?2,39)!,2**!AD.25<)!&'/!F3775!
GH""B0!!!

I.)!?&8-)/!%2'+)=+*!&'/!%2'/-+-2'*!27!3*)!+.&+!&!+56-%&,!2(>)%+!9-4.+!)'%23'+)8!2?)8!-+*!
3*),-7)!&8)!&,*2!-962?)8-*.)/!-'!+.)!)=6)8-9)'+&,!%2'+)=+0!!I.)*)!&*6)%+*!27!+.)!.-*+285!
27!2(>)%+*!3*)/!-'!&!/5'&9-%!,-?-'4!)'?-82'9)'+!&8)!)=+8)9),5!/-77-%3,+!+2!8)6,-%&+)!
)=6)8-9)'+&,,5!(3+!9&5!.&?)!*-4'-7-%&'+,5!-96&%+)/!&8%.&)2,24-%&,!+22,*;!+.3*!9&<-'4!
+.)!-'+)868)+&+-2'!27!&8%.&)2,24-%&,!*387&%)*!/-77-%3,+0!!!

I.)*)!682(,)9*;!.2:)?)8;!&8)!&,92*+!(5!/)7-'-+-2'!-'.)8)'+!+2!+.)!?)85!(&*-*!27!
)=6)8-9)'+&+-2'J!*-96,-7-%&+-2'!27!+.)!?&8-&(,)*!-'!28/)8!+2!)*+&(,-*.!+.)!)77)%+*!27!
-*2,&+)/!?&8-&(,)*0!!K)!93*+;!+.)8)728);!()!&:&8)!27!+.)!62+)'+-&,!-96&%+!27!
2?)8*-96,-7-%&+-2'!2'!238!&8%.&)2,24-%&,!&'&,5*-*!)?)'!+.234.!+.-*!9&5!27+)'!()!&'!2',5!
9-'28!682(,)90!!D,)&8,5!-'!2+.)8!%&*)*!2?)8*-96,-7-%&+-2'!%&'!62*)!&!*-4'-7-%&'+!%.&,,)'4)!
+2!3'/)8*+&'/-'4!&'/!&66,5-'4!)=6)8-9)'+&,!8)*3,+*0!!L'%)!&4&-';!+.)!3*)!27!
%296,)9)'+&85!)+.'248&6.-%!8)*)&8%.!%&'!9-+-4&+)!+.-*!*-96,-7-%&+-2'!(5!682?-/-'4!&!*)+!
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%&!'%()*+,)-(.!,)+(/+*/,!)0+)!+11%2!3,!)%!3(/4*,)+(/!)04!%3)'%54!%&!1%(.!+(/!'%56147!
+*)-&+')!1-&4!0-,)%*-4,8!!!!

9!&-(+1!/-&&-'31):!-(!4764*-54()+1!*4,4+*'0!-,!)04!1+';!%&!/4<41%64/!5%)%*!0+=-),!+(/!,;-11,!
%(!)04!6+*)!%&!4764*-54()4*,8!!91)0%3.0!5%,)!4764*-54()4*,!0+<4!/4<41%64/!.*4+)!
&+5-1-+*-):!2%*;-(.!2-)0!)04-*!5+)4*-+1,>!24+*!6+))4*(,!6*%/3'4/!=:!+!0-.01:!,;-114/!+/31)!
2%*;4*!5+:!=4!/-,)-(')!&*%5!)0%,4!%&!+!14+*(4*!%*!4<4(!+!*41+)-<41:!4764*-4('4/!
4764*-54()+1!+*'0+4%1%.-,)>!,%!)04!+(+1%.34!-,!(%)!64*&4')8!!9//-)-%(+11:>!0%2!/%4,!%3*!
&%'3,!%(!6*%/3'-(.!24+*!,3=)1:!+&&4')!)04!2+:,!)0+)!24!2-41/!*461-'+)4/!)%%1,?!!9,!2-)0!
)04!%)04*!'+<4+),!%(!4764*-54()+1!6*%.*+5,>!@!+*.34!)0+)!%3*!=4,)!)%%1!&%*!'%**4')-(.!
)0-,!6%,,-=14!/4&-'-)!-(!%3*!4764*-54()+1!'%114')-%(,!-,!)04!'%561454()+*:!,)3/:!%&!
4)0(%.*+60-'!5+)4*-+1,8!!@(!A0+6)4*,!$!+(/!B!C9(+1:,-,!%&!D)0(%.*+60-'!A%114')-%(,!E!
D)0(%.*+60-'!A+,4!F)3/-4,G!@!2-11!/-,'3,,!5:!%2(!4)0(%.*+60-'!*4,4+*'0!+(/!,0%2!-),!
*41+)-%(!)%!5:!4764*-54(),8!!A0+6)4*!H!CD764*-54()+1!I*%.*+5G!/4,'*-=4,!4764*-54(),!
'%(/3')4/!2-)0!=%(4!+(/!+()14*!)%%1,!+(/!)04!3,4!24+*!,)+(/+*/,!)0+)!'+(!=4!
'%(,)*3')4/!&*%5!)04!%3)'%54!%&!)04,4!4764*-54(),8!!!

!

!"#"#"$%&'$()*+'$,-$./&0,12)3&45$6)/)$

J-<4(!)04!/-&&-'31)-4,!2-)0!)04!/-*4')!+661-'+)-%(!%&!4764*-54()+11:!6*%/3'4/!,)+(/+*/,!
)%!)04!+(+1:,-,!%&!+*'0+4%1%.-'+1!'%114')-%(,>!%=K4'),!'%114')4/!&*%5!1-<-(.!64%614!'+(!
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!

%&'()*+!,-'./+&!)0%'&.,-.!1,0%2+!3'&!4'-1.&54.)-6!4'0%,&,.)(+!,&4/,+'2'6)4,2!
1.,-*,&*17!!82./'56/!*+14&)%.)'-1!'3!+./-'6&,%/)4!.''2!51+!,-*!'./+&!+./-'6&,%/)4!
*'450+-.1!,&+!'3.+-!+0%2'9+*!.'!5-*+&1.,-*!'(+&,22!1'4),2!%,..+&-1!'3!.''2!
0,-53,4.5&+!,-*!51+!:;+9&)+1!<==<>!;)-3'&*!"$?=>!@+/'+!"$$$AB!./+9!4,-!,21'!C+!51+*!
.'!%&'*54+!'CD+4.E2+(+2!,-,2'6)+1!,C'5.!F+,&!,-*!,..&).)'-7!!!

G/+&+!,&+!,!-50C+&!'3!,*(,-.,6+1!.'!4'-1.&54.)-6!1.,-*,&*1!3'&!,&4/,+'2'6)4,2!,-,291)1!
3&'0!+./-'6&,%/)4!4'22+4.)'-17!G/+!.F'!H)-*1!'3!4'22+4.)'-1!4'0%2+0+-.!+,4/!'./+&!C9!
%&'()*)-6!*)33+&+-.!H)-*1!'3!'CD+4.!2)3+!/)1.'&)+1B!+,4/!1.&+-6./+-)-6!./+!)-.+&%&+.,.)'-!'3!
./+!'./+&7!!I./-'6&,%/)4!0,.+&),21!%&'()*+!,-!,2.+&-,.)(+!,-*!4'0%2+0+-.,&9!
4'0%,&,.)(+!4'22+4.)'-!3'&!./+!+1.,C2)1/0+-.!'3!1.,-*,&*1!3'&!./+!,11+110+-.!'3!
,&4/,+'2'6)4,2!%,..+&-1!)-!1+(+&,2!F,917!!I./-'6&,%/)4!'CD+4.1!F+&+!4&+,.+*!,-*!51+*!C9!
)-*)()*5,21!'&!F'&H)-6!6&'5%1!F)./!2+,&-+*B!2)3+E2'-6!*+(+2'%+*!0'.'&!/,C).1!,-*!F+&+!
51+*!)-!2)()-6!4'-.+J.1!)-!F/)4/!./+9!,&+!.''21!F)./!%,&.)452,&!51+1B!C5.!0,9!,21'!/,(+!
C++-!51+*!+J%+*)+-.29!)-!*)(+&1+!F,917!!K3.+-!.''21!F+&+!51+*!+)./+&!C9!'-+!%+&1'-!'&!
C9!1+(+&,2!%+'%2+!F)./)-!./+!1,0+!2+,&-)-6!.&,*).)'-!,-*!4'-.+J.!:L/'9H+!<==MB!<==$A7!!
G/+9!,&+!,21'!15CD+4.!.'!/,-*2)-6B!1.'&,6+B!,-*!.&,-1%'&.!'(+&!./+)&!2)3+!/)1.'&9B!F/)4/!)1!
6+-+&,229!N5).+!*)33+&+-.!3&'0!+J%+&)0+-.,2!1%+4)0+-17!G/+!4'0%2+J!15&3,4+!,..&).)'-!
%,..+&-1!'-!+./-'6&,%/)4!.''21!0,9!%&'()*+!,!6''*!0'*+2!3'&!,&4/,+'2'6)4,2!15&3,4+!
%,..+&-17!O+,&!'-!./+1+!'CD+4.1!F,1!,445052,.+*!./&'56/!51+B!/,-*2)-6B!.&,-1%'&.B!
&+%,)&B!1.'&,6+B!,-*!,2.+&-,.)(+!51+1!'3!.''21!)-!,!2)(+*!4'-.+J.7!!P)-,229B!./+!3'&0B!H)-*1!
,-*!4'-*).)'-1!'3!,&.)3,4.1!)-!+./-'6&,%/)4!4'22+4.)'-1!,&+!-'.!./+!&+152.!'3!*+4)1)'-1!
0,*+!C9!,&4/,+'2'6)1.1!C,1+*!'-!%&)'&!H-'F2+*6+!'3!./+!H)-*1!'3!,&.)3,4.1!1++-!)-!./+!
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%&'(%)*+*,-'%+!&)'*&./!!01!2*&3-4,!'*++)'5-*46!7%6).!*4!86)!*&!*5()&!7)(%9-*&%+!
%55&-785)6!*2!-45)&)65:!5()!&%4,)!*2!9%&-%7-+-51!-4!5**+6!86).!-4!')&5%-4!'%;%'-5-)6!'%4!7)!
*76)&9)./!

<=;)&-3)45%+!5**+6:!*4!5()!*5()&!(%4.:!%&)!'8&%5).!-4!6;)'-%+!>%16!-4!*&.)&!5*!7)65!
3%-45%-4!5()!68&2%')!5(%5!&)2+)'56!'*45%'5!>-5(!%!6;)'-2-).!3%5)&-%+!%4.!-4!%!;%&5-'8+%&!
3%44)&/!!?..-5-*4%++1:!5()!,*%+!*2!;&*.8'-4,!>)%&!*4!)=;)&-3)45%+!5**+6!3%1!6875+1!
%22)'5!5()!>%1!5()6)!%&5-2%'56!3%1!7)!86).:!>(-+)!)5(4*,&%;(-'!5**+6!%''&8)!86)!>)%&!
-4'-.)45%++1:!5(&*8,(!5()!86)!*2!5()!-3;+)3)45:!-4!5()!6%3)!>%1!5(%5!%&'(%)*+*,-'%+!
>)%&!.)9)+*;6/!!

@()&)!%&)!)66)45-%++1!5>*!>%16!5*!5(-4A!%7*85!5()!6)+)'5-*4!*2!%;;&*;&-%5)!)5(4*,&%;(-'!
3%5)&-%+6!2*&!%!'*3;%&%5-9)!%&'(%)*+*,-'%+!658.1/!!@()!.-22)&)4')6!7)5>))4!5()6)!5>*!
65&%5),-)6!+-)!-4!5()!*4)!7)-4,!5&8)!!"#$%&'()#*+!($(,%&-!>(-+)!5()!*5()&!-6!7%6).!*4!5()!
'*465&8'5-*4!*2!'%.)('("*/!01"($2('21/!!?6!4*5).!71!?+-6*4!B1+-)!C"DE#F:!3*65!
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!"#"#"$"%&'()*+,-.(/0%123425%6*7740'/*)3%
7-/31+-!%&'4!&08&'+&5-/.!+9-!(/-!2)!-+9'25,&391*!&,+1)&*+/!1/!'2+!:1+92(+!01))1*(;+1-/6!!
<22;/!),2%!-+9'25,&391*!*2'+-=+/!9&8-!*2%3;-=!;1)-!91/+2,1-/6!!<91/!*2%3;-=!(/-;1)-!1/!&'!
&08&'+&5-!1'!+-,%/!2)!+9-!/1%1;&,1+4!2)!/(,)&*-!+,&*-/!+2!&,*9&-2;251*&;!+22;/!+9&+!&;/2!
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2)!&'!&,+1)&*+.!3&++-,'/!2)!%&'()&*+(,-.!:-&,.!&'0!9&'0;1'5!*&'!@-!2@/*(,-0!2,!&;+-,-0!
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!
Figure 5.1. Hide-piercing awl, Patagonia, Fuegian (NMNH E131222)

!
Figure 5.2 Nut pick, Comanche (NMAI 021719)

!
Figure 5.3. Ottowa needles (NMAI 084605)
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!
Figure 5.4. Montagnais or Innu Tobacco Bag Pin (NMAI 127197, 1 of 11)
!

!
Figure 5.5. Eskimo Angmagsalik Wound plugs (NMAI 177112)
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!
Figure 5.6. Eskimo Tigera or Tikeramiut Bodkin (NMAI 126770)
!
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!"#"$%&'$()*+,$-.$/0)1.23)4$15$)&'$6*4'*7$8-5)'9)$

%&'(&)!*+,,(*-.+/'!+0!(-1/+23451.*!4/6!43*14(+,+2.*4,!)4-(3.4,!*+/-4./!74'-!4)+&/-'!
+0!&/6(3'-&6.(6!43-.04*-'!8.-1!23(4-!5+-(/-.4,!0+3!./0+3)./2!+&3!'-&6.('!+0!-1(!54'-!
8.-1+&-!-1(!466.-.+/4,!(95(/'(!4/6!6('-3&*-.7(!4'5(*-'!+0!(9*474-.+/:!!;+8(7(3<!
)&'(&)!534*-.*('!400(*-!-1(!(-1/+23451.*!4/6!43*14(+,+2.*4,!'4)5,('!474.,4=,(!0+3!
'-&6>!4/6!-1(!)(-1+6'!-14-!*4/!=(!455,.(6!-+!-1(!6.00(3(/-!*+,,(*-.+/':!!?1(3(!43(!
/&)(3+&'!,+2.'-.*!4/6!-1(+3(-.*4,!*14,,(/2('!-+!./-(234-./2!-1(!64-4!03+)!*+,,(*-.+/'!+0!
6.7(3'(!1.'-+3.(':!!@.00(3(/*('!4)+/2!)&'(&)'!*4/!4,'+!*+/-3.=&-(!-+!-1(!6.00.*&,->!./!
*+)543./2!'4)5,(':!!A66.-.+/4,,><!)&'(&)!534*-.*('!4.)(6!4-!-1(!53+5(3!*43(!4/6!
*&34-.+/!+0!43-.04*-'!*4/!*+)(!./-+!*+/0,.*-!8.-1!'-4/6436!43*14(+,+2.*4,!4/4,>-.*4,!
534*-.*('<!'+!./!'+)(!*4'('<!)+6.0.*4-.+/'!-+!43*14(+,+2.*4,!53+-+*+,'!)&'-!=(!(/4*-(6:!!
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/7&!/4!35&!2'+01'?!.,&,!/4!0.,&.0,!1'3+41-3,!3513!01?!-/746+-3!<+35!1--&,,!4/'!,3.*?8!!

E/;+,3+-16!-/7-&'7,!-17!16,/!2'&,&73!-5166&7;&,!3/!35&!,3.*?!/4!0.,&.0!-/66&-3+/7,8!
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1!,3.*?!-/66&-3+/7!/.3,+*&!/4!35&!01+7!'&2/,+3/'?!4/'!1!,.:,3173+16!2&'+/*!/4!3+0&!01?!
16,/!:&!2'/:6&013+-8!G+7166?(!4/'!1'-51&/6/;+,3,(!35&!2'/-.'&0&73!/4!4.7*+7;!4/'!
-/66&-3+/7,H:1,&*!'&,&1'-5!+,!0/'&!*+44+-.63!3517!/:31+7+7;!4.7*,!4/'!&D-1>13+/7!17*!
61:/'13/'?!1716?,+,(!2/,+7;!17!1**+3+/716!:1''+&'!3/!61';&H,-16&!-/66&-3+/7,H:1,&*!
2'/@&-3,8!!G/'3.713&6?(!+7!35&!-1,&!/4!35+,!*+,,&'313+/7(!4.7*+7;!35&!0.,&.0!</'I!<1,!7/3!
1!*+44+-.63?8!!!

J5&!<1?,!3513!,3.*?!-/66&-3+/7,!1'&!-/7,3'.-3&*!0.,3!16,/!:&!-/7,+*&'&*8!!=.,&.0,!
710&(!,/'3!17*!/';17+K&!-/66&-3+/7,!+7!<1?,!3513!-17!,3'.-3.'&!35&!,1026&!3513!+,!
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Figure 5.7. Casting experimental artifacts with Dupli-coe-loid
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Figure 5.8. Casts of artifacts in Dupli-coe-loid
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Figure 5.9: Barandiarán type 55.2: Needle with rounded or truncated head: Complete needle from El
Juyo (941239 #357)

!
Figure 5.10: Barandiarán type 11: Gracile bi-point: Nearly complete punta fina from El Juyo (11M
#22)

!
Figure 5.11: Barandiarán type 4.3: Point with a single-bevel base, square or polygonal cross-section:
Nearly complete small sagaie from El Juyo (10Q8 #6208)
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Figure 5.12: Barandiarán type 30.3: Decorated varilla with linear decoration: Mesial portion of an
antler varilla from Entrefoces (#162)

!
Figure 5.13: Barandiarán type 31.1: Spatulate tool with a rounded base: El Juyo (11N #96)
!
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Figure 5.14. Worked bone surface without magnification and at 50x (El Perro #A-211)
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Figure 5.15. Microfaunal long bone without magnification and at 50x (El Perro #A.211)
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Figure 6.1. Artifact sections on a needle (Altamira CE03960)

!
Figure 6.2. Artifact sections on an awl (Burke 9.3E494)
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Figure 6.3. Needle from Rascaño displaying both resharpening and reperforation (Altamira CE 13478)
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Figure 6.4. Basketry awl, Hopi Pueblo, AZ (NMAI 090624)
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Figure 6.5. Varilla from Entrefoces with the surface completely obscured, 50x, 200x (A-60)
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Figure 6.6. Fish stringer, Siberia, lightly consolidated, upper face, 50x (NMNH E046249
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Figure 6.7. Fish stringer, Siberia, lightly consolidated, eye, 100x (NMNH E046249)
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Figure 6.8. Database, observations at 50x and 100x
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Figure 6.9. Database, observations at 200x
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Figure 6.10. Database, tribological observations
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Figure 6.11. Datasheet for macroscopic observations on needles, page 1
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Figure 6.12. Datasheet for macroscopic observations on needles, page 2
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Figure 6.13. Datasheet for microwear observations
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Figure 7.1. Spatulate tool used to clean fur (X-1)
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Figure 7.2. Point used to perforate fresh hide (X-5)
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Figure 7.3. Point used to perforate fresh pine needles (X-25)
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Figure 7.4. Point used to perforate fresh pine needles (X-30)
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Figure 7.5. Weaving nettle cordage with spatulate tool
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Figure 7.6. Spatulate tool used for weaving nettle cordage with use wear on the border and tip (X-2)
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Figure 7.7. Hide-scraping with a spatulate tool made from a modified rib (X-32)
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Figure 7.8. Spatulate tool with use wear from hide-scraping (X-17)
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Figure 7.9. Sewing nettle fabric with twisted nettle cordage (X-24)
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,.&.',(58!!F%*'//41!%*!+5%&!()*+.=+!9!'3!,.7.,,%*<!+)!):A.(+&!+5'+!',.!(6,'+.2!%*!36&.63&!
)7!%*2%<.*)6&!(6/+6,.1!'*+5,)0)/)<41!),!*'+6,'/!5%&+),41!'/+5)6<5!+5.,.!',.!3'*4!)+5.,!
&)6,(.&!7),!.+5*)<,'05%(!3'+.,%'/!(6/+6,.8!

!
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%&!'()*+*,-!.,!/+(!(.0-,12340*)!53.(2*36+!*-!.0*+!+./'&!*+!7235('!8&!.02((!1,36+9!!

:; 8(1*-!.,!*-<(+.*13.(!.0(!23-1(!,7!<32*3.*,-!',)/5(-.('!*-!.0(!=-,>-!2(),2'!,7!
>,2=('!8,-(!/+(?!*-)6/'*-1!3+4().+!,7!.0(!53-/73)./2(?!/+(?!3-'!+,)*36!2,6(+!,7!
8,-(!.,,6+?!.0(*2!/+(2+!3-'!.0(*2!53=(2+@!!

"; 42,<*'(!3!+3546(!,7!/+(!>(32!>*.0!=-,>-!0*+.,2&!,7!3))/5/63.*,-!.03.!
),546(5(-.+!(A4(2*5(-.36!+./'*(+!3-'!3++*+.+!*-!.0(!)2(3.*,-!,7!),54323.*<(!
+.3-'32'+!7,2!3..2*.*,-!,-!8,-(!32.*73).+!2(),<(2('!72,5!.0(!32)03(,6,1*)36!
2(),2'@!!

B; .(+.!.0(!.2*8,6,1*)36!5,'(6!.03.!>3+!'(+*1-('!.,!0(64!42('*).!=*-'+!,7!8,-(!/+(!
>(32!)2(3.('!>*.0!'*77(2(-.!53.(2*36+C!

D0(!6321(+.!),66().*,-!,7!.0(!.02((!=*-'+!,7!+4()*5(-+!+./'*('!*-!.0*+!42,E().!),-+*+.('!,7!
.,,6+!53'(!,7!8,-(?!3-.6(2?!3-'!,))3+*,-366&!,.0(2!,++(,/+!53.(2*36+!72,5!(.0-,12340*)!
),66().*,-+!0,/+('!*-!FG!5/+(/5+C!H-!.,.36?!IJ"!,8E().+!>(2(!,2*1*-366&!),-+*'(2('?!
83+('!,-!5,240,6,1&!3-'!',)/5(-.3.*,-?!,7!>0*)0!JK:!>(2(!+(6().('!7,2!53)2,+),4*)!
+./'&!37.(2!3++(++*-1!.0(*2!3)),543-&*-1!',)/5(-.3.*,-?!>0*6(!3!+5366(2!+3546(!,7!:"I!
>3+!+./'*('!5*)2,+),4*)366&C!!
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!"#"$%&'$()*+,$-.$/0)'1203$4*3)*1'$25$6)&5-7108&29$/*:'*;:$

%&'('!)('!*)+,!*-.'-*.!/+!01(2&!3*'(/4)!)+5!61(756/5'!2&)2!&1-.'!4177'42/1+.!18!
)(2/8)42.!6/2&!514-*'+2'5!&/.21(/'.9!!3.!)(4&)'171:/.2.!)/*!21!-.'!*)2'(/)7!4-72-('!21!
-+5'(.2)+5!2&'!;).2<!2&'.'!4177'42/1+.!(';('.'+2!)!7)(:'!5)2)!.1-(4'9!!='.;/2'!2&'!6/5'!
)>)/7)?/7/2,!18!'2&+1:();&/4!)(2/8)42!4177'42/1+.<!)(4&)'171:/.2.!&)>'!+12!(':-7)(7,!
/+41(;1()2'5!2&'.'!('.1-(4'.!/+21!2&'/(!.2-5/'.9!!%&'('!)('!)!.'(/'.!18!1?@'42/1+.!()/.'5!
21!2&'!.2-5,!18!'2&+1:();&/4!)(2/8)42.!81(!)(4&)'171:/4)7!;-(;1.'.9!!%&'.'!1?@'42/1+.!8)77!
/+21!261!*)/+!:(1-;.A!$B!41+4'(+.!)?1-2!2&'!+)2-('!18!514-*'+2)2/1+C!"B!41+4'(+.!
)?1-2!2&'!1?@'42.9!!%&'!41+4'(+.!)?1-2!2&'!514-*'+2)2/1+!18!1?@'42!-.'!)(/.'!?'4)-.'!
18!2&'!.-.;/4/1+!2&)2!2&'!514-*'+2)2/1+!18!'2&+1:();&/4!4177'42/1+.!/.A!

•

!"#$%%&'&(")A!2&'!514-*'+2)2/1+!/.!&/:&7,!+1(*)7/D'5!)+5!51'.!+12!('87'42!2(-'!
-.'!;)22'(+.!

•

*"+(,&-.,(A!2&'!).4(/?'5!-.'.!51!+12!('87'42!4-72-()7!;()42/4'.!

•

/0"(1&#)(")A!2&'('!/.!*/+/*)7!514-*'+2)2/1+!18!2&'!E-'.2/1+.!2&)2!2'+5!21!
/+2'('.2!)(4&)'171:/.2.!1(!12&'(!.2-5'+2.!18!*)2'(/)7!4-72-('!

•

2&-#(3A!&/.21(/4)7!)22/2-5'.<!7)4F!18!41**-+/4)2/1+<!)+5!('./.2)+4'!21!
4171+/D)2/1+!)77!.F'6!(';1(2.!18!1?@'42!7/8'!&/.21(,!)+5!-.'!)+5!('.-72!/+!
./:+/8/4)+2!:);.!)+5!.1*'!'((1(.!
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$%&'()*+&!,-%!./0%1,2!,-%32%45%26!,-%(%!'(%!1.+1%(+2!,-',!'(,*7'1,2!-.82%)!*+!382%83!
1.44%1,*.+29!

•

!"#$%&'$"#("#)#%'*'+,#$&-$'.#$"*%/#$&-$0#"'*+%$'&&1$'2(#)$*%3$0&%)'+'4'#$*$5+*)#3$
)*6(1#9!:%.:4%!'(%!8+4*;%4<!,.!&*5%!8:!,-%*(!3.2,!*3:.(,'+,!,..42!.(!,-%*(!3.2,!
:(*=%)!./0%1,26!2.!,-.2%!:*%1%2!,-',!%+)!8:!*+!%,-+.&(':-*1!1.44%1,*.+2!1.+2,*,8,%!
'+!*3:.5%(*2-%)!2'3:4%!,-',!).%2!+.,!(%:(%2%+,!,-%!;*+)2!.7!./0%1,2!7.8+)!*+!'!
4*5*+&!1.+,%>,!

•

7*,#$5##%$)458#0'$'&$#90#))+,#$.*%31+%/$*%3$0&%)&1+3*'+&%9!,-%!./0%1,2!-'5%!
/%%+!,(%',%)!'2!'(,!./0%1,2!(',-%(!,-'+!'2!3',%(*'4!).183%+,2!.7!184,8('4!
:('1,*1%!

•

7*,#$0&6(1#9$1+-#$.+)'&"+#)9!%5%+!*7!(%:.(,%)!'+)!).183%+,%)!78+1,*.+'4!+'3%2!
1'+!/%!,(82,%)6!*+!:('1,*1%!,..42!'+)!./0%1,!'(%!28/0%1,!,.!+.+?'21(*/%)!82%26!
(%:'*(!'+)!(%14'3',*.+!:('1,*1%26!'+)!.,-%(!:('1,*1%2!,-',!'4,%(!,-%!4*+%'(!
1.++%1,*.+!/%,@%%+!78+1,*.+!'+)!1.+)*,*.+!',!,-%!,*3%!*,!@'2!1.44%1,%)!

A-*4%!,-%(%!*2!2.3%!,(8,-!,.!%'1-!.7!,-%2%!1.+1%(+26!+.+%!.7!,-%2%!*228%2!'(%!
*+28(3.8+,'/4%B!!C-%!%,-+.&(':-*1!'+)!%,-+.-*2,.(*1!'(,*7'1,2!'+)!).183%+,2!-.82%)!*+!
382%83!1.44%1,*.+2!:(.5*)%!'!(*1-!2.8(1%!.7!*+7.(3',*.+!.+!3',%(*'4!184,8(%!'+)!,-%!
(.4%!*,!:4'<2!*+!-83'+!4*7%@'<2B!!D<!%3:-'2*=*+&!,-%!2,8)<!.7!:-<2*1'4!./0%1,2!@*,-!,-%!
3%,-.).4.&*%2!)%5%4.:%)!@*,-*+!'(1-'%.4.&<6!82%784!1.3:'(',*5%!2,'+)'()2!1'+!/%!
1.+2,(81,%)!7(.3!%,-+.&(':-*1!1.44%1,*.+2B!!!
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%&'()!*+(!,'(-.-/+&)0!.&12!,3!*+&2!-(2(.-/+4!5!3,/62(7!,)!62(8-(9.*(7!.**-&*&,)!,)!:,)(!
*,,92!62(7!&)!.!'(-;!9&1&*(7!2(*!,3!*.2<2=!!>,?('(-4!*+(!2*67;!,3!,:@(/*2!&)!162(612!/.)!
:(!:-,.7(-!*+.)!*+(!*.2<8:.2(7!-(2(.-/+!A-(2()*(7!+(-(4!.2!1.);!<&)72!,3!7.*.!/.)!:(!
,:*.&)(7!3-,1!*+(2(!/,99(/*&,)2=!!B)!6)7(-2*.)7&)0!,3!*+(!1,-A+,9,0&/.9!'.-&.:&9&*;!,3!
,22(,62!*,,92!&)!*+(!(*+),0-.A+&/!.)7!(*+),+&2*,-&/!-(/,-7!2*-()0*+()2!.)7!()-&/+(2!
,6-!.AA-,./+!*,!,*+(-!.).9;2(2!,3!.-/+.(,9,0&/.9!*,,924!:6*!'.-&.:&9&*;!&2!),*!*+(!,)9;!
&)3,-1.*&,)!*+.*!/.)!:(!,:*.&)(7!3-,1!*+(!2*67;!,3!(*+),0-.A+&/!.-*&3./*2=!!!

C+(!A.**(-)&)0!&)!*,,92!&)!*+(!(*+),0-.A+&/!-(/,-7!&)/967(2!3,-14!62(4!?(.-4!-(A.&-4!
7&2/.-74!.)7!162(,9,0&/.9!.2A(/*2!,3!*,,9!/,)7&*&,)!.)7!.**-&*&,)=!!C+(2(!7.*.!/.)!&)3,-1!
,)!*+(!.).9;2&2!,3!.-/+.(,9,0&/.9!1.*(-&.9!.*!*+(!.-*&3./*!9('(9!:;!A-,'&7&)0!&)3,-1.*&,)!
,)!*+(!-(9.*&,)2+&A2!:(*?(()!1,-A+,9,0;4!1.)63./*6-(4!62(4!/,)7&*&,)!.)7!1(.)&)0=!!
5)3,-1.*&,)!,)!*+(!'.-&.*&,)!,3!1,-A+,9,0;!?&*+&)!7&33(-()*!*,,9!*;A(2!.)7!,)!
1.)63./*6-(!.)7!-.?!1.*(-&.9!/+,&/(2!/.)!:(!,:*.&)(74!?+&/+!),*!,)9;!/,)*-&:6*(2!
D/.6*&,).-;!*.9(2E!*+.*!-(76/(!*+(!2&1A9&/&*;!,3!.-/+.(,9,0&/.9!6)7(-2*.)7&)0!,3!1.*(-&.9!
/69*6-(4!:6*!.92,!()-&/+!,6-!?.;2!,3!*+&)<&)0!.:,6*!,:@(/*2!.)7!A(,A9(=!!C+(2(!.).9;2(2!
+(9A!&)7&/.*(!?.;2!*+.*!.-/+.(,9,0&2*2!/.)!1.<(!62(369!.).9,0&(2!.:,6*!:(+.'&,-!
*+-,60+!.-*&3./*2=!!!

53!*+(!36)/*&,)!.)7!+&2*,-;!,3!*+(!*,,9!&2!3.&-9;!?(998<),?)4!+.)79&)0!.)7!?(.-!A.**(-)2!
/.)!:(!9&)<(7!?&*+!1.*(-&.9!.)7!0(2*6-(=!!C+(!/,)7&*&,)!,3!*+(!,:@(/*!.*!*&1(!,3!7&2/.-7!
/.)!:(!-(/,-7(74!.9*+,60+!0&'()!*+(!7&'(-2(!?.;2!*+.*!,:@(/*2!()*(-!*+(!162(,9,0&/.9!
-(/,-74!*+&2!/.)),*!&)7&/.*(!.);*+&)0!:(;,)7!*+(!9('(9!,3!*+(!&)7&'&76.9!*,,9=!F-,1!.!
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%&'()(*(+,-.-!/0!%&'1/2/+/3,!/0!%4-&4%!5/++&5'./*-6!'1&!-'42,!/0!'1&-&!5/++&5'./*-!
+&*2-!.'-&+0!'/!4*2&7-'(*2.*3!%4-&4%!87(5'.5&-!/0!547('./*!(*2!5/*-&79('./*!(*2!
.2&*'.0,.*3!51(*3&-!.*!%4-&4%!87(5'.5&!'1('!%.31'!(00&5'!:/'1!&'1*/37(81.5!(*2!
(751(&/+/3.5(+!5/++&5'./*-;!!<.*(++,6!.*!-/%&!5(-&-6!'1&!.*0/7%('./*!3&*&7('&2!'17/431!
&=8&7.%&*'('./*!(*2!(751(&/+/3.5(+!-'42,!%.31'!1&+8!5+(7.0,!'1&!1.-'/7,!/0!-/%&!
&'1*/37(81.5!/:>&5'-6!(-!'1&!(--.3*&2!*(%&-!(*2!04*5'./*-!5(*!:&!(--&--&2!:(-&2!/*!
(7'.0(5'!-470(5&!(''7.'./*;!!!

?(*,!/0!'1&!/:>&5'./*-!7(.-&2!'/!'1&!(88+.5(:.+.',!/0!&'1*/37(81.5!%4-&4%!5/++&5'./*-!
'/!(751(&/+/3.5(+!-'42.&-!(7&!7&-/+9&2!@1&*!'1&!4*.'!/0!(*(+,-.-!.-!-5(+&2!('!'1&!@/7A.*3!
-470(5&!/7!(7'.0(5'!B/*&;!!C-!2.-54--&2!.*!D1(8'&7!E!F?&'1/2/+/3,G6!/:-&79('./*-!@&7&!
5(77.&2!/4'!.*!'1&!-(%&!%(**&7!(-!'1/-&!4-&2!0/7!(751(&/+/3.5(+!(*2!&=8&7.%&*'(+!
%('&7.(+-6!@1.51!87/9.2&-!5/%8(7('.9&!7/:4-'.5.',;!

!

!"#"$%&'()*+,-'./$0123142$5)663/&.)(2$7&18.38$,(8$5+.&3+.,$9)+$7-3/.43($
7363/&.)($

H1.-!-'42,!/0!&'1*/37(81.5!%('&7.(+-!@(-!(.%&2!('!5/*-'745'.*3!-'(*2(72-!0/7!'1&!
-470(5&!(''7.'./*!8(''&7*-!7&-4+'.*3!07/%!'1&!4-&!/0!:/*&!(*2!(*'+&7!(7'.0(5'-!'/!87/5&--!
0.:&7-6!@&(9&6!%(A&!:(-A&'7,6!@/7A!+&('1&7-!(*2!1.2&-6!(*2!-&@;!!I*!(!1.31&7!-5(+&6!'1&!
(.%!@(-!'/!2.-'.*34.-1!:&'@&&*!@&(7!07/%!0.:&7-!/0!8+(*'!(*2!(*.%(+!-/475&-6!@1.+&!
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%&'()!*)+&'(,!&'%-).+/&-'!0+1!+21-!+'/&3&4+/(,5!!6&7('!/8&1!*-+29!/8(!1-3&+2!+',!48:1&3+2!
3-'/(;/!-%!<1(!)(4)(1('/(,!&.4-)/+'/!&'%-).+/&-'!=</!,&,!'-/!3-'1/)+&'!.:!+)/&%+3/!
38-&3(15!!>!0+1!&'/()(1/(,!&'!3-'/+3/!=(/0(('!=-'(!+',!1-%/!1<)%+3(19!)(*+),2(11!-%!-/8()!
3<2/<)+2!7+)&+=2(15!!!

?1!>!+.!3-'1&,()&'*!+)/&%+3/1!%)-.!+'!+)38+(-2-*&3+2!4-4<2+/&-'!0&/8!'-!,&)(3/!-)!(7&,('/!
3<2/<)+2!2&'@1!/-!+':!2&7&'*!4(-42(19!>!,)+0!+'+2-*&(1!-%!0-)'!+)/&%+3/!1<)%+3(!1&.&2+)&/:9!
-)*+'&A(,!/8)-<*8!/8(!2('1!-%!/)&=-2-*&3+2!4)&'3&42(15!B8+/!&19!>!+.!3-.4+)&'*!!""#$"$%&9!
'-/!!#"$'!(")5!!C(3+<1(!/8()(!+)(!'-!,&)(3/!+'+2-*1!%-)!D44()!E+2(-2&/8&3!/--21!&'!.<1(<.!
3-22(3/&-'1!-%!-=F(3/1!-%!3-'/(.4-)+):!+',!8&1/-)&3!-)&*&'9!>!(.42-:(,!+!1+.42&'*!
1/)+/(*:!=+1(,!-'!3-'/+3/!1<)%+3(19!%-3<1&'*!-'!-11(-<1!/--21!<1(,!/-!.+'&4<2+/(!42+'/!
+',!+'&.+2!%&=()1!,<)&'*!=+1@(/G.+@&'*9!0(+7&'*9!'(//&'*!+',!8&,(G0-)@&'*!&'!-),()!/-!
<',()1/+',!/8(!0(+)!4+//()'1!/8+/!)(1<2/!%)-.!3-'/+3/!=(/0(('!=-'(!+',!1-%/!%&=()1!-%!
,&7()1(!@&',15!B8(!=('(%&/!-%!/8&1!+44)-+38!&1!/8+/!&/!)(1<2/(,!&'!+'!&'3)(+1(!/8(!)+'*(!-%!
+)/&%+3/1!1/<,&(,9!+2-'*!0&/8!+!2+)*()!-7()+22!1+.42(9!=(3+<1(!>!3-'1&,()(,!+)/&%+3/1!%)-.!
+':!8&1/-)&3+2!-)!3-'/(.4-)+):!*)-<4!08()(!=-'(!/--21!0()(!<1(,!/-!.-,&%:!42+'/!-)!
+'&.+2!%&=()15!!

?,,&/&-'+22:9!=(3+<1(!>!0+1!&'/()(1/(,!&'!&,('/&%:&'*!1<=/2(!,&%%()('3(1!&'!0(+)!4+//()'19!
>!'((,(,!)(H<&)(,!<1(!8&1/-):!)(3-),15!!D'%-)/<'+/(2:9!1<38!,-3<.('/+/&-'!&1!%+&)2:!)+)(!
&'!.-1/!.<1(<.!3-22(3/&-'19!0&/8!/8(!)(1<2/!/8+/!/8(!4-/('/&+2!1+.42(!0+1!1.+229!(7('!
0&/8-</!)(1/)&3/&'*!.:!)(1(+)38!-'!/8(!=+1&1!-%!)(*&-'!-)!1-3&-G(3-'-.&3!4+//()'15!!?22!
=-'(!/--21!<1(,!&'!/8(!4)-,<3/&-'!-%!42+'/!-)!+'&.+2!4()&18+=2(1!0()(!3-'1&,()(,!%-)!
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%&%'()*)!%&+!,-./01)!2/3/!)/'/01/+!-%)/+!,&!%00,45%&(*&6!%307*8%'!+,094/&1%1*,&!%&+!
)93:%0/!0,&+*1*,&;!!<,!4%=*4*>/!17/!)%45'/!)*>/?!,-./01)!2/3/!)/'/01/+!,&'(!-(!17/!
%4,9&1!,:!2/%3!53/)/&1!%&+!17/!53/)/&0/!,:!%31*:%01!'*:/!7*)1,3(!*&:,34%1*,&;!!

@/0%9)/!,:!17/!*45,31%&0/!,:!-,&/!%&+!%&1'/3!1,,')!*&!17/!53,0/))*&6!,:!5'%&1!%&+!
%&*4%'!),:1!4%1/3*%')?!17/!53/)/&0/!,:!)907!1,,')!4%(!-/!*&+*0%1*8/!,:!17/!53,+901*,&!,:!
5/3*)7%-'/!%31*:%01)!17%1!%3/!17/4)/'8/)!&,!',&6/3!53/)/&1!*&!17/!%307%/,',6*0%'!3/0,3+;!
A,2/8/3?!-/0%9)/!4%&(!,:!17/!:9&01*,&%'!1,,'!1(5/)!8%3(!)*6&*:*0%&1'(!*&!-,17!
4,357,',6(!%&+!53/0*)/!:9&01*,&?!!"#$#%&'%()%)(#*!)*)(#%+)$$#,-!&)(!-/12//&!
%307%/,',6*0%'!%31*:%01)!%&+!)5/0*:*0!:*-/3!1/07&,',6*/);!!B7/&!0,&)*+/3*&6!17/!C*&+)!,:!
5/3*)7%-'/!*&+9)13*/)!17%1!4*671!7%8/!-//&!53,+90/+!*&!17/!5%)1?!*1!*)!%'),!*45,31%&1!1,!
3/4/4-/3!17%1!,&/!,:!17/!+*::*09'1*/)!*&!3/0,&)13901*&6!17/*3!53,+901*,&!*)!17%1!4%&(!,:!
17/!)1/5)!*&!17/!53,093/4/&1!%&+!53,0/))*&6!,:!:*-/3)!%&+!17/!4%&9:%0193/!,:!0,3+%6/?!
-%)C/1)?!&/1)?!,3!2,8/&!0',17!3/D9*3/!:/2!*45'/4/&1)!%&+!4%&(!0%&!-/!%00,45'*)7/+!
/&1*3/'(!-(!7%&+!EF+,8%)*,!GH##I!A930,4-/!GHHJ?!"KKL%?!-?!"KGKI!M%),&!GHLL!EGHKJNN;!!

O!)/'/01/+!:,93!49)/94)?!-%)/+!,&!17/*3!'%36/!0,''/01*,&)!%&+!17/!',6*)1*0%'!:/%)*-*'*1(!,:!
8*)*1%1*,&P!17/!F4/3*0%&!M9)/94!,:!Q%193%'!A*)1,3(!*&!Q/2!R,3C!S*1(!EFMQAN?!17/!
T4*17),&*%&!O&)1*191/U)!Q%1*,&%'!M9)/94!,:!Q%193%'!A*)1,3(!EQMQAN!%&+!Q%1*,&%'!
M9)/94!,:!17/!F4/3*0%&!O&+*%&!*&!B%)7*&61,&?!V;S;!%&+!T9*1'%&+?!MV!EQMFON?!%&+!17/!
@93C/!M9)/94!,:!Q%193%'!A*)1,3(!%&+!S9'193/!%1!17/!W&*8/3)*1(!,:!B%)7*&61,&!*&!
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Figure 8.1 AMNH Anthropology T-22457
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Figure 8.2 Eskimo net mesh gauges, Alaska, CapePrince of Wales (NMAI 226999 & 226976)
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Figure 8.3 Net needles of varied origin (Burke 2158, 1.2E1335, 2732, 2779, 1746, 1682, 2350,
1308, 2747, 1313, 2743)
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Figure 8.5. Net mesher, Eskimo Nuwukmiut, Point Barrow, Alaska (NMAI 047003)
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!
Figure 8.6. Eskimo awls, Northwest Alaska (AMNH Anthropology 60/1717 and 60/1718)
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Figure 8.7. Needle, Eskimo Nuwukmiut, Point Barrow (NMAI 048457)
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!
Figure 8.8. Awl and sinew twisters, Eskimo, Northwest Territories, Canada (NMNH E001321)
!
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Figure 8.9. Needle case with two bone needles (NMAI 021807)
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Figure 8.10. Hopi Pueblo, basketry awls (NMAI 090624)
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Figure 8.11. Zuni Pueblo, weaving awl, (NMNH E234480)
!

!
Figure 8.12. Basketry awls, Seri, Sonoma, Mexico (Burke 3-12314-12318)
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Figure 8.13 Awl, Winnebago (AMNH Anthropology 50.1/2236)

!
Figure 8.14 Awl, Comanche,Oklamhoma (NMAI 021396)
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Figure 8.15. Awl, Modoc, Oklamhoma (NMAI 193315)
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!
Figure 8.16. Mat needles, Winnebago, Nebraska (NMAI 141091)
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Figure 8.17 Hawikuh weaving batten, 60x (NMAI 066490)

!
Figure 8.18 Cree hide-scraper, 60x (NMAI 253335)
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Figure 8.19 Alaskan Arctic weaving implement (Burke 1996 49/12)
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Figure 8.20 Zuni weaving needle, New Mexico (AMNH Anthropology 50.1/8790)

!
Figure 8.21 Zuni weaving needle, New Mexico, working zone (AMNH Anthropology 50.1/8790)
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Figure 8.22 Eskimo needle, Norton Bay (NMNH E024463)
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Figure 8.23 Eskimo needle and thimble, Northern Alaska (NMNH E089392)
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Figure 8.24 Eskimo needles and thimbles, Northern Alaska (NMNH E089394)
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Figure 8.25 Bone needles in case (NMAI 021807)
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Figure 8.26 Dyak basketry awl (NMNH E249050)

!
Figure 8.27 Montagnais or Innu (Canada) Bear bone pipe cleaner (NMAI 101433)
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Figure 8.28 Projectile point, Eskimo, Canada (NMAI 070932)
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Figure 8.29 Salish head scratcher (NMAI 098609)
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Figure 8.30 Needle case with pin, Eskimo Tigara or Tikeramiut (NMAI 077747)

!
Figure 8.31. Composite fish hook, Montagnais Naskapi or Innu, Canada (NMAI 121735)
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Figure 9.1. Snowshoe needles, Abnaki Penobscot, Maine (NMAI 029201)
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Figure 9.2. Snowshoe needles, Cree Tete de Boule (NMAI 142089)

!
Figure 9.3. Snowshoe needle, Menomini Wisconsin (NMAI 092012)

!
Figure 9.4. Snowshoe needles, Algonkin Maniwaki or River Desert, Canada (NMAI 153039)
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Figure 9.5. Snowshoe needle, Eskimo, Bering Strait, Alaska (NMNH E044335)

!
Figure 9.6. Snowshoe needles of bone and wood, Montagnais or Innu, Lake St. John, Canada (NMAI
028877, NMAI 032427, NMAI 118114, NMAI 101415)
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Figure 9.7. Snowshoe needles, Eskimo, Yukon Alaska ( NMNH E036681, NMNH E036693)
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!
Figure 9.8. Snowshoe needle with use wear on the tip, Ungava Bay, Quebec, Canada (NMNH 089999)

!

Figure 9.9. Snowshoe needle with use wear on the tip, Eskimo, Bering Strait, Alaska (NMNH
E044335)
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!
Figure 9.10. Snowshoe needle with use wear on the perforation, Eskimo, Bering Strait, Alaska (NMNH
E044335)

!

Figure 9.11. Snowshoe needle with use wear on the perforation, Eskimo, Bering Strait, Alaska (NMNH
E044335)
!
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Figure 9.12. Chippewa mat needles (from top, NMNH E005205, E005206, E360144 [2])
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Figure 9.13. Macroscopically (10x) visible smoothing of perforation on mat needle, Chippewa (NMNH
E005206)

!
Figure 9.14. Macroscopically visible intercrossing striations on superior face of mat needle, Chippewa
(NMNH E005205)
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!
Figure 9.15. Macroscopically visible intercrossing striations on inferior face of mat needle; notice also the
remnants of spongy bone, Chippewa (NMNH E005205)

!
Figure 9.16. Chippewa mat needle with use wear on the tip (NMNH E005206)
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Figure 9.17. Pomo basketry awl (NMNH E203589)
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Figure 9.18. Chippewa mat with two needles (NMNH E278140)
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Figure 9.19. Chippewa mat needle with use wear on the fact near the tip (NMNH E278140)
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Figure 9.20. Micronesian mat needles (NMNH E415130 & E415131)

Figure 9.21. Micronesian mat needle with macrosopic striations (NMNH E415131)
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Figure 9.22. Micronesian mat needle with use wear (NMNH E415131)
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Figure 9.23. Quinault mat and needle with wear from sinew on the eye and wear from plant elements on
the tip (NMNH E127873)
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Figure 9.24. Sagaie from Entrefoces with use wear from animal fibers (A-57)
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Figure 9.25. Fish stringer with use wear, Siberia (NMNH 280571)
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Figure 9.26. Needle from El Juyo with use wear indicative of plant fiber contact (9Q3 #4)

!
Figure 9.27. Chippewa mat needle with use wear from plant fiber contact (NMNH 360143)
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Figure 10.1. Location of Entrefoces, El Juyo and El Perro in Northern Spain
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Figure 10.2. Needle from Altamira with complete morphology but no preservation of the original surface
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Figure 10.3. Complete, broken needle, El Juyo (10M6 85)
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Figure 10.4. Pointed bone artifact, El Juyo (10M 156 #254)
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Figure 10.5 Pointed bone artifact, El Juyo 10N 9 #838)
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Figure 10.6 Pointed bone artifact, El Juyo (12P 7, Niv 4)
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Figure 10.7 Pointed bone artifact, El Juyo (9O 175 #61)
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Figure 10.8 Pointed bone artifact, El Juyo (10 N1 #3949)
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Figure 10.9 Pointed bone artifact, El Juyo (10R 160 #1995)
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Figure 10.10. Spatulate tool tip (El Juyo 10Q 880)
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Figure 10.11. Spatulate tool tip (El Juyo 951478#362)
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(**0%!)+4)'/(&%!(6/(!(6&1!'*204!%&.3&!/%!5&/3)+-!;/((&+%>!!!
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Figure 10.12. Varillas from Entrefoces (A-52, A-62, A-63)
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%&'()!*&+',-!.',/01!2&134!.10!(0'01.//-!.//!+50',+2+05!.4!67',+'(!*&+',4!891:!.'5!;&33&'!
<'(/+46!74.(0!,()(*+=!>*:!(4()(5(?:!!@6040!*&+',4!A.1-!+'!5+.30,01!.'5!/0'(,6)!1.'(+'(!
7*!,&!B:C;3!+'!5+.30,01!.'5!.4!/&'(!.4!BD;3!+'!/0'(,6)!./,6&7(6!&;;.4+&'.//-!/&'(01!
&'04!.**0.1!89+(7104!BD:B"EBD:B$?:!!'()(*+,!.10!&2,0'!50;&1.,05:!!>&30!,()(*+,!.10!
3.50!21&3!F&'0:!!G'0;6,!8B##$?!47((04,4!,6.,!,60!2&//&H+'(!;&33&'!;6.1.;,01+4,+;4!&2!
.//!&440&74!*&+',4!.10!10/.,05!,&!6.2,+'(!,0;6'+I704J!,0K,7105!4712.;04!80+,601!;.';0//&74!
F&'0!&1!4;&105!.10.4?)!'&,;605!&1!+';+405!/.,01./!05(04)!1&7'505!2&134!H+,6!5+4,+';,!
2/.,,0'05!.10.4:!!!
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Figure 10.13. Sagaie, superior face, El Juyo (11Q #6200)

!
Figure 10.14. Sagaie, inferior face, El Juyo (11Q #6200)

!
Figure 10.15. Large, decorated bone sagaie or varilla, El Juyo (8O #374)
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Figure 10.16. Sagaie, no bevel, El Juyo (9R #79)

!
Figure 10.17. Decorated sagaie, El Juyo (8N #517)
!
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?@''!AB*<=/.:!?@C?DE?@C?#FC!!G3*2.!:&'.!&,!13.:.!'0>!-.!3=(1*(<!6&*(1:;!*1!*:!2*).2>!1301!
(&1!022!:./H.+!13*:!,=(%1*&(C!
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Figure 10.18. Small decorated sagaie or punta fina, El Juyo (8O #363)

Figure 10.19. Small sagaie or punta funa, El Juyo (9Q #573)
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Figure 10.20. Needle without use wear, Entrefoces (A-54)
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$%&'!()!*!)+*,,-!./01234*510!*/5,14!63(/5!*/0!.)1!6*5514/)!2,1*4,7!(/0(2*51!(5)!8./25(3/!*)!
)3+1!)345!38!*9,!.)10!(/!*!435*5(/:!+35(3/!9(5;!/.+143.)!);345-!54*/)<14)*,!)54(*5(3/)!
<()(=,1!243))(/:!;(:;!63(/5)!38!5;1!).48*21-!;391<14!5;1!.)1!+*514(*,!()!0(88(2.,5!53!
(01/5(87>!!?;1!63,();!()!/3/%(/<*)(<1!=.5!);39)!)(:/(8(2*/5!43./0(/:>!!?;1!:1/14*,!
43./0(/:!38!*,,!).48*21)-!(/2,.0(/:!)54(*5(3/)!).::1)5)!5;*5!5;1!.)1!+*514(*,!9*)!;(01!34!
,1*5;14-!*/0!5;*5!5;1!63(/5!9*)!.)10!9(5;!*!435*5(/:!+35(3/>!!!
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Figure 10.21. Sagaie with use wear, Entrefoces (A-57)
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%&$'!()!*!+,-./0!*123/-!4-*56/12!27*2!6*8!9/!:*-2(*338!:/-4,-*2/0;!!<7/!:,,-38!:-/)/-=/0!
*10!>,1),3(0*2/0!)?-4*>/!)7,+)!1,!>3/*-!(10(>*2(,1)!,4!?)/@!),!(2!()!?1>3/*-!(4!27()!()!*!
:(/>/!9/(15!-/+,-./0!98!:/-4,-*2(,1@!,-!(4!(2!+*)!9-,./1!,-!3,)2!6(0&+*8!27-,?57!
6*1?4*>2?-/;!!<7/!)?-4*>/!*::/*-)!4(1()7/0!*10!()!7(5738!)6,,27/0!+(27!/=(0/1>/!,4!
6*1?4*>2?-/!,93(2/-*2/0;!!!
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Figure 10.22. Partially perforated artifact from Entrefoces (A-58)
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%&'(!)*!+!,-*)+.!/0+1,-23!4/!+!/.+33-2-5!46+.!704**&*-73)42!84)23!40!+9.:!!;<-!*,443<-5=!
04>25-5!-51-*!4/!+..!*>0/+7-!/-+3>0-*!)25)7+3-!3<+3!3<)*!8)-7-!9+*!804?+?.@!)2!7423+73!
9)3<!<)5-!40!.-+3<-0:!!;<-!*30421!80-*-27-!4/!47<0-!)2!+..!.49!84)23*!4/!3<-!*>0/+7-!
*>11-*3*!3<+3!3<-!.-+3<-0!,+3-0)+.=!0+3<-0!3<+2!?-)21!940A-5!9)3<!3<-!344.=!,+@!<+6-!
?--2!.-+3<-0!9)3<!+2!47<0-!*.>00@!>*-5!34!84.)*<!3<-!*>0/+7-:!!B49-6-0=!47<0-!)*!243!
80-*-23!42!+..!+0-+*!4/!3<-!+03)/+73=!*4!3<)*!344.!,+@!<+6-!?--2!>*-5!)2!742C>273)42!9)3<!
47<0-!40!3<)*!,+@!5>-!34!5-84*)3)42+.!<)*340@=!+*!47<0-!?-5*!+0-!243!>274,,42!+3!D+3-!
E88-0!F+.-4.)3<)7!*)3-*!)2!G403<-02!H8+)2:!
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Figure 10.23. Sagaie incised bevel with use wear and ochre residue, Entrefoces (A-59)
%&'#!()!*!)+,(-!.(/!(0!12.3!+44.!5406(-(407!!892!-9(5:!,*32.!4;!4+*<=2!540)4,(6*0-!.2062.)!
>(5.4)54+(5!*0*,3)()!(>+4))(/,2!*06!(-!()!04-!2120!;=,,3!5,2*.!-9*-!-92!+(252!()!?4.:26!
/402@!*,-94=A9!-92!)9*+2!)=AA2)-)!>46(;(5*-(407!!!
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Figure 10.24. Split rib, Entrefoces (A-60)
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%&'(!)*!+!*,-).!+/0!*122.340!5)67!825140!)/.2!+!*,+.9-+.4!.22-!:).3!+!*;9+540!2887!
8-+..4/40!4/0<!!=4+5!)*!*122.37!65)>3.!+/0!,)..40!:).3!854;94/.7!04/*47!,+..45/40!
)/.45?52**)/>!*.5)+.)2/*<!!@34!:4+5!,+..45/!)*!-)A4-B!094!.2!9*4!2/!3)047!+-.329>3!9*4!28!
,-+/.!1+.45)+-*!1+B!+-*2!,5209?4!.3)*!:4+5!,+..45/<!!C0>4*!+54!8+)5-B!529/0407!+-.329>3!
,2-)*3!)*!/2.!)/D+*)D4<!!E1+--7!>529,407!54>9-+5!*.5)+.)2/*!?52**7!*-)>3.-B!0)+>2/+-!.2!.34!
,45,4/0)?9-+5!+F)*!28!.34!.22-<!!%!*1+--!>544/!G*B/.34.)?HI!8)645!?-)/>*!.2!.34!*958+?4!2/!
.34!625045!+/0!?2/*2-)0+/.!1+B!64!26*?95)/>!*214!*958+?4!,+..45/*<!!!J+1+>4!8521!
4F?+D+.)2/7!D)*)6-4!2/!.34!*958+?4!)/!*214!,-+?4*7!3+*!>29>40!+:+B!*214!28!.34!25)>)/+-!
*958+?4<!!!
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Figure 10.25. Rod with use wear, Entrefoces (A-61)
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%&'(!)*!+,!),-)*./!+,01.2!3+2)11+!42!24/5!!67.2.!+2.!072..!*)8)1+2!3+2)11+*!9248!:,02.94-.*;!
<7)-7!=2.*.,0!<.+2!07+0!8+>!?.!),/)-+0)3.!49!@*.!<)07!=1+,0!9)?.2*5!!67.!9@,-0)4,!49!
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%&'('!)*+(!,(!-./.*0.!1.+!%&',)!2'.')13!(&14'!,(!.*%!(-22'(%,5'!*6!1.7!41)%,8-31)!9*+'!
*6!-(':!!;&,(!0'1)!3**/(!5')7!(,9,31)!%*!'<4'),9'.%13!0'1)!6)*9!0'15,.2!.'%%3'!6,=')(!
>?,2-)'!#$:#@A!(''!13(*!?,2-)'!B:CD!1.+!,.+,81%'(!(-=(%1.%,13!-('!*.!1!(*6%!91%'),13:!!;&'!
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Figure 10.26. Varilla with use wear, Entrefoces (A-62)
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Figure 10.27. Varilla wth use wear, Entrefoces (A-63)
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Figure 10.28. Decorated sagaie with use wear, Entrefoces (A-64)
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Figure 10.29. Needle from El Perro (A-208)
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Figure 10.30. Mesial fragment with no notable use wear, El Perro (A-209)
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Figure 10.31. Pointed bone artifact with use wear, El Perro (A-210)
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Figure 10.32. Needle fragments from El Juyo (#91385, 79, 83324, 94308, 94281, 83193, 83302,
83212, 92103, 94184, 83162, 83392, 89097, 91158, 90106, 91351, 92063, 92181)
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Data Form
AGUJAS, ETC.

Site data
Name:
Location:
Chronology:

Artifact excavation lab number:
Excavation provenience:

Artifact museum catalog number:
Museum provenience:

Study number:
Photos: IMG_; IMG_;

Descriptive data
Typological grouping:
!
!

Barandiarán:
Stordeur-Yedid: prox:

mesial:
!"#

distal:

!
!

cross-section: mesial:

perforation:

point:

Metric data:
!
!
!
!
!

length:
max width:
max thickness:
width at perforation:
perforation: length:

width:

distance from end:

Other information:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

state: blank, partially formed, finished/complete, finished/broken
portion of piece:
shape of perforation:
position of perforation:
decoration:
condition:
conservation history:

Technological data
Raw material:

Blank production:

Shaping/Forming:

Perforation Production:

Finishing:

!"#

Object state: Finished tool/ Tool in Production/Debris:

Macroscopic functional data
Summary:

Polish/Luster:
!
!
!
!
!

perforated (1º) end:
perforation:
lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:

Striations:
!
!
!
!
!

perforated (1º) end:
perforation:
lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:

Chipping, fractures, etc:
!
!
!
!
!

perforated (1º) end:
perforation:
lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:

!"#

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Data Form
AZAGAYAS, SAGAIES, PUNTAS FINAS W/ BEVELS, ETC.

Site data
Name:
Location:
Chronology:

Artifact excavation lab number:
Excavation provenience:

Artifact museum catalog number:
Museum provenience:

Notes:

Study number:
Photos:

!"#

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Descriptive data
Typological grouping:
!
!
!
!

Barandiarán:
Stordeur-Yedid: prox:
cross-section: mesial:
point morphology:

mesial:
point:

distal:

Metric data:
!
!
!

length:
max width:
max thickness:

Other information:
!
!
!
!
!

state: blank, partially formed, finished/complete, finished/broken
portion of piece:
decoration:
condition:
conservation history:

Technological data
Raw material:

Blank production:

Shaping/Forming:

Finishing:

!""

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Object type: Finished tool/ Tool in Production/Debris/formal tool/Expedient tool:

Macroscopic functional data
Summary:

Polish/Luster:
!
!
!
!

lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:
beveled/rounded end:

Striations:
!
!
!
!

lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:
beveled/rounded end:

Chipping, fractures, etc:
!
!
!
!

lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:
beveled/rounded end:

!"!

Micro:
Macro done:

Data Form
LISSOIRS, ESPÁTULAS, ETC.

Site data
Name:
Location:
Chronology:

Artifact excavation lab number:
Excavation provenience:

Artifact museum catalog number:
Museum provenience:

Study number:
Photos:

Descriptive data
Typological grouping:
!
!

Barandiarán:
Averbouh & Buisson:

Metric data:
!

length:

!"#

Micro:
Macro done:
!
!
!
!

max width:
max thickness:
max width of fully worked portion:
max thickness of fully worked portion:

Other information:
!
!
!
!
!
!

state: blank, partially formed, finished/complete, finished/broken
portion of piece:
presence of perforation:
o if so, length, width, distance from closest end
decoration:
condition:
conservation history:

Technological data
Raw material:
!
!

element if IDable:
portion of element:

Blank production:

Shaping/Forming:

Finishing:

Formal tool/Expedient tool/Tool in Production/Debris:

!"#

Micro:
Macro done:

Macroscopic functional data
Polish/Luster:
!

rounded (1º) end:

!

lateral borders:

!

upper face:

!

lower face:

!

2º end:

Striations:
!

rounded (1º) end:

!

lateral borders:

!

upper face:

!

lower face:

!

2º end:

Chipping, fractures, etc:
!

rounded (1º) end:

!

lateral borders:

!

upper face:

!

lower face:

!

2º end:

!"#

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Data Form
MESIAL FRAGMENTS

Site data
Name:
Location:
Chronology:

Artifact excavation lab number:
Excavation provenience:
Artifact museum catalog number:
Museum provenience:

Notes:

Study number:
Photos:

Descriptive data
Typological grouping: fragment
!
!
!

Barandiarán:
Stordeur-Yedid: prox:
cross-section: mesial:

mesial:
oval

!"#

distal:

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Metric data:
!
!
!

length:
max width:
max thickness:

Other information:
!
!
!
!
!

state:
portion of piece:
decoration:
condition:
conservation history:

Technological data
Raw material:

Blank production:

Shaping/Forming:

Finishing:

Object type:

Macroscopic functional data

!!"

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Summary:

Polish/Luster:
!
!

lateral borders:
face:

Striations:
!
!

lateral borders:
face:

Chipping, fractures, etc:
!
!
!

lateral borders:
face:
ends:

!!"

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Data Form
POINTS, TIPS, PUNTA FINAS, PINS, BODKINS, ETC.

Site data
Name:
Location:
Chronology:

Artifact excavation lab number:
Excavation provenience:

Artifact museum catalog number:
Museum provenience:

Study number:
Photos:

Descriptive data
Typological grouping:
! Barandiarán:
! Stordeur-Yedid: prox:
! cross-section: mesial:
! point morphology:
Metric data:
!
!

mesial:
point:

length:
max width:
!!"

distal:

Micro:
Macro done:
!

Study number:
Date:

max thickness:

Other information:
!
!
!
!
!

state: blank, partially formed, finished/complete, finished/broken
portion of piece:
decoration:
condition:
conservation history:

Technological data
Raw material:

Blank production:

Shaping/Forming:

Finishing:

Object type: Formal tool/Expedient tool/Tool in Production/Debris

Macroscopic functional data
Summary:

!!"

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Polish/Luster:
!
!
!

lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:

Striations:
!
!
!

lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:

Chipping, fractures, etc:
!
!
!
!

lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:
fracture:

!!"

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Data Form
PUNZONES, AWLS, PUNTAS FINAS W/O BEVEL, ETC.

Site data
Name:
Location:
Chronology:

Artifact excavation lab number:
Excavation provenience:

Artifact museum catalog number:
Museum provenience:

Study number:
Photos:

Descriptive data
Typological grouping:
!
!

Barandiarán:
point morphology:

Metric data:
!
!

length:
max width:
!!!

Micro:
Macro done:
!
!
!

Study number:
Date:

max thickness:
max width of fully worked portion:
max thickness of fully worked portion:

Other information:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

state: blank, partially formed, finished/complete, finished/broken
worked portion: fully worked, articular end present; non-articular end present
portion of piece:
presence of perforation:
o if so, length, width, distance from closest end
decoration:
condition:
conservation history:

Technological data
Raw material: bone
!
!

element if IDable:
portion of element:

Blank production:

Shaping/Forming:

Finishing:

Object type: Formal tool/Expedient tool/Tool in Production/Debris

!!"

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Macroscopic functional data
Summary:

Polish/Luster:
!
!
!
!
!

pointed (1º) end:
lateral borders:
upper face:
lower face:
2º end:

Striations:
!
!
!
!
!

pointed (1º) end:
lateral borders:
upper face:
lower face:
2º end:

Chipping, fractures, etc:
!
!
!
!
!

pointed (1º) end:
lateral borders:
upper face:
lower face:
2º end: recent

!!"

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Data Form
VARIOS : FRAGMENTOS, NUCLEOS, HUESO TRABAJADO, ETC.

Site data
Name:
Location:
Chronology:

Artifact excavation lab number:
Excavation provenience:

Artifact museum catalog number:
Museum provenience:

Study number:
Photos:

Descriptive data
Brief description:

Typological grouping:
!
!

Barandiarán:
other, if appropriate:

!!"

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Metric data:
!
!
!
!
!

length:
max width:
max thickness:
max width of fully worked portion:
max thickness of fully worked portion:

Other information:
!
!
!
!
!
!

state: blank, debris, partially formed, finished/complete, finished/broken, unknown
portion of piece:
presence of perforation:
o if so, length, width, distance from closest end
decoration:
condition:
conservation history:

Technological data
Raw material:
!
!

element if IDable:
portion of element:

Blank production:

Shaping/Forming:

Finishing:

Object type: Formal tool/Expedient tool/Tool in Production/Debris:
!!"

Micro:
Macro done:

Study number:
Date:

Macroscopic functional data
Polish/Luster:
!

rounded (1º) end:

!

lateral borders:

!

upper face:

!

lower face:

!

2º end:

Striations:
!

rounded (1º) end:

!

lateral borders:

!

upper face:

!

lower face:

!

2º end:

Chipping, fractures, etc:
!

rounded (1º) end:

!

lateral borders:

!

upper face:

!

lower face:

!

2º end:
!"#

Study number:
Date:

Data Form
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS : MACROWEAR
MACROWEAR
Low level magnification; binocular loupe

Crushing and compression
!
!

Location:
Description:
o separation of fibers

Use flakes
!
!
!

Location:
Distribution:
Description:
o types: chips (small), flakes (med), fracture (large)
o base:
o shape/form:

Edge-rounding
!
!
!

Location:
Distribution:
Description:
o on surface: curved, flat
o on ends or borders: rounded, flat, faceted

Arrachements, incisions, entailles, fissures, cracks
!
!
!
!

+/Location:
Distribution:
Description:

!"#

Data Form
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS : MICROWEAR
Higher magnification with microscope; 100-200x

Location of sampling:

Polishes or surface alterations
!
!

!

summary:
100x:
o distribution:
o connectedness:
o limit, form of borders:
o invasiveness/intrusion:
200x:
o microtopography:
o degree of surface erosion:
o cross-section or profile:
o texture:
o brightness: very bright, bright, moderately bright, matte

Stria
!
!

!
!

summary:
50-100x
o distribution:
o location:
o frequency:
o density:
o organization between e/o:
100-200x
o measurements: l, w, d
200x
o edge of stria: lustrous or not
o cross-section of stria: U, V
o base: visible or not; rough/smooth
o form: long/short; wide/narrow; deep/shallow
o grouped/indiv

!"#

Pitting
!
!

!

summary:
100x
o location:
o distribution:
o orientation/placement:
200x
o morphology: circular, subcircular, irregular, elongated
o size: large, medium, small
o edge
o base

Photos:
!

50x:

!

100x:

!

200x:

!"#

Data Form
EXPERIMENTAL PIECES
Descriptive data
Object group:
Brief description:
!
!
!
!
!

cross-section: mesial:
point morphology:
shape of perforation:
position of perforation:

perforation:

point:

Metric data:
!
!
!
!
!

length:
max width:
max thickness:
width at perforation:
perforation: length:

width:

Technological data
Raw material:

Blank production:

Shaping/Forming:

Perforation Production:

Finishing:
!"#

distance from end:

Use
!
!
!
!
!
!

Goal:
Position:
Movement:
Material:
Material form:
Time:

Notes:

Macroscopic functional data
Summary:
Polish/Luster:
!
!
!
!
!

perforated (1º) end:
perforation:
lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:

Striations:
!
!
!
!
!

perforated (1º) end:
perforation:
lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:

Chipping, fractures, etc:
!
!
!
!
!

perforated (1º) end:
perforation:
lateral borders:
face:
pointed end:

!"!

!""#$%&'(&)*(!+,-./01(,+2(%341506/073(83594(:;5(!5/0:,1/(
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(
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!"#$"%&'()&"#*#$%&%$'#()#(*%#($%+(,%-(#)&#+$(.&+/('#0)'(1%2/+3+(.)-#.-#)$4%$#()#'(+5.6.7%#
(*%,#+-4#0$)(%/(#(*%,8##9)-')6.4+(.)-#.'#-)(#+6:+;'#-%/%''+$;#+-4#.'#5%'(#/+$$.%4#)<(#5;#
+#($+.-%4#/)-'%$3+()$8##9)-(%,0)$+$;#5%'(#0$+/(./%#,+-4+(%'#(*+(#/)-')6.4+-('#5%#
$%3%$'.56%#=>)*-')-#?@@ABC#*):%3%$#0$+/(./%'#*+3%#/*+-D%4#'<5'(+-(.+66;#)3%$#(.,%8##
E+$6;#/)-')6.4+(.)-#(%/*-.F<%'C#)$#'<51'(+-4+$4#0$)4</('#'</*#+'#'<0%$1D6<%C#/+-#5%#
4%($.,%-(+6#()#<'%#:%+$#+-+6;'.'#5;#)5'/<$.-D#(*%#'<$&+/%8##G-#'),%#/+'%'#(*./H#6+;%$'#)&#
/)-')6.4+-(#+00%+$#+'#+#(*./HC#D6)'';C#06+'(./16.H%#/)+(.-D#)-#(*%#+$(.&+/(#'<$&+/%#+-4#
%&&%/(.3%6;#0$%3%-(#,./$)'/)0./#'(<4;8##G-#)(*%$#/+'%'C#*):%3%$C#/)-')6.4+-(#(*+(#.'#
'H.66&<66;#+006.%4#:.(*#+#6.D*(#*+-4#0)'%'#-)#5+$$.%$#()#(*%#'<//%''&<6#+-+6;'.'#)&#'<$&+/%#
+(($.(.)-#0+((%$-'8#####

!+()),-.(-/$*0I#'%$.%'#)&#'*)$(C#0+$+66%6#6.-%'#&)<-4#+6)-D#+#5)-%#'<$&+/%#(*+(#+$%#+#
$%'<6(#)&#(*%#'H.44.-D#)&#+#6.(*./#%4D%#+D+.-'(#(*%#5)-%8###

!-"$$1$,2)&"#J#K*%#/+(%D)$.%'#&)$#/$)''1'%/(.)-#&$),#(*%#4+(+5+'%#+$%J#

!""

CrossSections
CrossSectionShort

CrossSectionDesc

Circ

Circular, symmetrical

Subcirc

Subcircular, asymmestrical

Quad

Quadrangular

IrrQuad

Irregular, roughly quadrangluar

Tri

Triangular

Oval

Oval

FlOv

Ovular, flattened centrally

Flat

Essentially flat, thin

Semi

Semi-circle; Plano-convex; one side flat, rest curved

Kidney

Concave on one plane, convex on the opposite

Irreg

Irregular

Anot

Anotomical profile conserved

Other

Other cross-section; see notes

$

!

!

!"#$%&'()&*+,-)./+)0-*)1*#+)!"#$%-'-)

!"#$%&"$%&'&%($)*$)+&$%&',&-)./&$(0**)+$122&1%13-&$(&&3$*3$(*0&$1%).'1-)($*%$1%).'1-)$
(4%'1-&(5$$6*,.(+$-13$7&$01-%*(-*2.-$*%$0.-%*(-*2.-8$9.)+$&1-+$+1/.3:$;.''&%&3)$<41,.).&($
13;$0&1(4%&;$1))%.74)&(8$13;$,.=&,>$%&(4,).3:$'%*0$;.''&%&3)$2%*-&((&(5$$$?1-%*(-*2.-$

!"#

$%&'()*+$$,+-(*+(*+*(.%%/)0*-,1&,2/'3,*(4-1+2,*%-*(),,56**7-,52)*-,(,+-2),-(*$-,1,-*/%*
4(,*/),*/,-.*8!"#$%&9*%-*!"#$&%0*+(*+*$-,1,-+:&,*;,(2-'$/'3,*/,-.0*-+/),-*/)+5*'(!)#*0*
<)'2)*-,1,-,52,(*+*2+4(+/'3,*+2/'%56**=)'(*'(*$-%:+:&>*+*:,//,-*/,-.0*:4/*+(*/),*4(,*%1*
'(!)#**'(*<';,($-,+;*'5*/),*?5@&'()*+5;*A$+5'()*B'"!)+(C*&'/,-+/4-,0*D*)+3,*+;%$/,;*/),*
/,-.*),-,*+(*<,&&6***

=),*+//-':4/,(*/)+/*D*)+3,*4(,;*/%*2)+-+2/,-'E,*.+2-%(2%$'2*$%&'()*+-,F*

• ,-(($*F*(.%%/)*$%&'()*'(*)%.%@,5%4(*+5;*)+(*+*-,@4&+-*/%$%@-+$)>*/%*/),*5+G,;*
,>,6**D/*2%4&;*1%&&%<*/),*2%5/%4-(*%1*/),*:%5,*%-*/%%&*%-*:,*1%45;*'5*+*&%2+/'%5*%1*
3%&4.,*&%((0*:4/*'(*'5/,-5+&&>*('.'&+-*

• .%%&/"!0%F*'--,@4&+-*$%&'()*-,1,-(*/%*+5*+-,+*/)+/*'(*$%&'(),;*/)-%4@)%4/*:4/*/),*
:-'@)/5,((*%-*/,H/4-,*%1*/),*$%&'()*3+-',(*

• 1%)/*$F*:-'@)/*$%&'()*'(*@&%((>*+5;*)'@)&>*-,1&,2/'3,*

• 20$$&F*.+//,*$%&'()*;%,(*5%/*;'($&+>*)'@)*-,1&,2/'3'/>*:4/*'(*.+-G,;*:>*(.%%/)5,((*%-*
+*(),,5*45&'G,*/),*(4-1+2,*%1*45.%;'1',;*:%5,*

• 3(4$)4"("#F*2%5/'54%4(*$%&'()*2%5/+'5(*1,<*%-*5%*45$%&'(),;*(,2/'%5(*

• 50$6*7F*$+/2)>*$%&'()*'(*;'(/-':4/,;*5%52%5/'54%4(&>0*%-*'5*$+/2),(0*/)+/*+-,*3'(':&,*%5*
/),*+-/'1+2/*(4-1+2,*

=),*+//-':4/,(*/)+/*D*4(,*/%*2)+-+2/,-'E,*.'2-%(2%$'2*$%&'()*+-,F*
!"#

• !"#$%&#'"'%%$%&'(%)*+,-&-.-/,0.'1%-2%3-,4(5%6-7(%89,20+(8%*8%,0,(:1%.(,2(+&:1%2:0&;%
59(%&-%&'(%70&9,0:%)04(9.%-2%6-7(;%)07920+&9,(%&(+'7*<9(8;%075%*,,(/9:0,*&*(8%
*7&,-59+(5%&',-9/'%'075:*7/;%8&-,0/(%075%98(=%%>-:*8'%)01%6(%2-975%-7%6-&'%&'(%'*/'%
075%:-3%.-*7&8%-2%&'(%)*+,-&-.-/,0.'*+%89,20+(%075%0:-7/%&'(%8*5(8%-2%/,--?(8%-,%
8&,*0&*-78;%3'*+'%3-9:5%+-78&*&9&(%0%'*/':1%*7?08*?(%.-:*8'=%%@7%&'(%-&'(,%'075;%0%
.-:*8'%2-975%-7:1%-7%&'(%'*/'%.-*7&8%-2%)*+,-&-.-/,0.'*+%,(:*(2%3-9:5%6(%5(8+,*6(5%08%
7-7*7?08*?(=%%A'*8%*8%+:(0,*7/%0%8:*5*7/%8+0:(;%,0&'(,%&'07%5*8+,(&(%0&&,*69&(%8&0&(8=%%B7%
)1%50&0608(%B%+'0,0+&(,*C(5%.-:*8'%*7?08*?(7(88%-7%0%!D.-*7&%8+0:($%%+-).:(&(:1%
*7?08*?(%E0::%.-*7&8%0,(%+-?(,(5%3*&'%.-:*8'FG%()$*'+,"&%EH,(7+'%&(,)%2-,%0%+-?(,*7/;%
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